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The open-ended nature o

enforcement officials
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fulfill their own policy preferences in particular cases because
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ation to.the Federal governmen exten.1 its'reach

:Virtue ly without limit throughout American society and for
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of Dani _'Oliver. General Counsel. Department of Agriculture t

Senator Jesse He
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The analy cf the indirect: adcoverage leading
_

coverage of g ocerystores participating in the _ood stamp

program is as follows : Paragraph 2(A) covers a university:which

-,-, receives indirect Federal aid, 1 e., one which enrolls students

who themselves receive Federal student aid (Grove City makes

this clear and of course, :H.R. 700 does not overturn that '

:portion of Grove CitV). Then,:paragriph (4 ) directs coverage of

e

-apy other entity determined

coverage provided with respect

paragraphe(1). (2):.

a manner consistent with

s described in

coverage:of an'indirect

aid recipient such as a university in paragraph

the basis"of indirect aid coverage:1

.analogy pursuant to paragraph
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1-= and supermarkets participating in

covered merely by virtue of such participati-

2_A),provides

many Other, ces. by
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o1 program are

This is-the-:

same reSu asobtained'under the Civil-Rights Act of 1984.12/

This section also leads to other bizarre results,

be illlstrated in a variety of instances. A letter from:counsel

to the Knights of Columbus to an aide on the Senaie Committee on

the Judiciary concerning "The Civil Rights Act of 1964' states.

Severalof (the)-lotal coUncils (of the
Atnights'of Columbus) may receive some
'federal financia1assistance in:connection:
"with their programs for the elderly. end the

estion coUld arise whether such assistance
ributable to the national

Cong. Rec. H70311 ( y ed. June 26. 1964 Rep,



or reQion* units of the Knights:
most iraternal,organizations. the
relationship:between the Knights* national
and,IegionaFbodies and their local councils
ieeui-generis. involving varying control
an&indepentience features. W believ that
,thevlegislative history should make,olear
thit in thecase of fraternal organizations.

-local-lodges will beAreated as units or
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L regional bodiesthervise.jraternal
organizations will be reluctant to allow
their'local lodges to participate in such
programs, for fear of subjeczing.the entire

, organization to complex federal controls.'
13/.

, ,

Would H. R 700 affect the Knights of Columbus?
,

.TDO wotid clearly subject all ottho.operations o

entire Knights of Columbus organization and a

(localcouncils) to neve:age. .:Inder az least

crosL7cutting civil rights-etatutes whenever

local councils:received any Federal aid.

case of the interplay between "catch-all' paragraph (4)'end
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attivity.-. Thus; paragraph 2(A) covers all operations o
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pecial purpose.' i e education performinLgenerally similar-
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onomy and independence by ith over-arching central
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of Leoiard Henzke. ephen J.
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Co:umbus. 3 nai B'rith etc.. are similarly structured. That

_s they have subunits which are accorded a certain amount of

autonomy and ndependence but which perform similar functions

aimed at fulf lling common, mcific purposes and are governed

a central structure. Paragraph (4) directs that coverage o

of the operations of "any other an ity7 not listed in

(1)-(3) be "determined in a manner consistent with

the coverage provided with respect to entities described i

agrapb (2). Thus, the structure of the

hts of Columbus or B nai B rith can readily be analogized

a system of high=, education, and thereby be ubected to

coveragein Its entirety::_if just one subunit...

council or lodge recelves any Federal

While tt is true coursC that the

and B'nai 3 rith are much different prganizations than a system-

of higher education, the touchstone for coverage under

paragraph 4) is not smi1arity of the entities at issue.

Rather, the touchStone is similarity consistency in the
_

manner of coverane between twe entities. Thus, whtle at first

glance.ananalogy between a national fraternal otganization--

d a system of higher education seems odd, this it precisely
s .

the kind of analogy provided for in H.R. 700.

In effect.'. he interplay of paragraphs (4) and 2(A) (and

perhaps others) establishes a form of automatic "trickle

.coverage as provided in The Civil Rights Act of 1S84. but

4/ Such ccv
_ _Suva CiIv.

t exerciSid by Federal agencies be
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, absence of this otclusion coupled with paregraph (3) and:::

paragraph (4). represents one-aspect

Federal coverage portended by:this bill.'

the huge expansion o

or example. the'

failure to-exclude ultimate beneficiaries from coverage resu

coverage of _lusters operating farms receiving crop

sebsidies. 17/ Congress' however did not intend that these

statutes Cove:

no: been,sboovered

receiving crop subsidies 113/ and they had

Federal agencies. Yet, many farms are

corporations or pirtnersnips o

organization.

deemed 4 private

red by p rag as well as covered

ender the catc scope of paragraph (4).

of the exclusion of ultimate beneficiary in the statute,:and

the presenCe Of para9raphS,(3) and (4), the farmers will be

h the absence

caught in this eral net and subject to

Coverage cf a11 of the operations of . . other private
organization (paracraph (3)) could also, independent y, yield
complete coverage Oi the entire Knights of Columbus
organization when one of its local councils receives any
Federal aid.

7 C.F.R. ISh (Department of Agric
504regulation).

This is consistent with the scope of ihe Civil Rights Act
54. .

Sen. H.



thousandsof words of new regulations. ni paperwo

requirement random on-s:te compliance reviews even in

absence of an allegation of discrimination
the application 0

a discriminatory effects standard and burdensome

requirements under Section 504.

Some sponsors of the bill have made the, erroneous asser

that Federal agency definitions of "recipient will remain

undisturbed by the enactment of H.R 700. 19/

bill however. does not add the word -ripe pien

arctes. Paragraphs (1) through (4) of the definition of

"program or activity. those entities which

become reek, under ce sta utes emended by the bill A

bill reflects no indication m the term -"recipient' as

defined inagency regu,etions hasamy role to play in info7.-

these:.statutes. Tkas,.._:parmicularlysoonceithe statuto;.!,-

term:.'program or activity" is defined as broadly as

terms o.7the entitieslisted in paragraphs (1) thrOW.' ,

hat point the statutes' scope of coverage as amer...

the bill, 1$ completed. The bill, in short. s

194 231 :Cong. Rec. $13 (daily ed. Feb. 7
!termed- (The regulatory def n tion of whe or
'recipient 'of Federal f_nenc al assistance under-_hNse laws

ins unchanged and the bill does not require any cL
S** also 132 Cong. Rec. 51310 (daily ed. Feb. lee=

.(Sen STWA307-Itatement of Congreisman Hamilton Fish, be
the:Committee:on Education and-Libor and the Subcommit1;,_
Civil And Constitutional Righus -.he House Judiciary
Committee, March 7.:19115. at page 4.



agency regulatory def.nitionsof "recipient"

superfluous. as can readily be see% by looki
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Paragraph (4 ) amounts to an open invitation to the Fed -'ov-
ernment to extend its reach virtually without limit throughout
American society and for Federal regulators rivet° litigante, and
Fetieral judges to work their will in pince they have never been
before.

The bill, for example, would subject to coverage grocery stereo or
supermarkets participating in the Food Stamp Program, Yet theDepartment of Agriculture has never subjected such stores to coy .orage under these statutes In the past.

I also would like to submit for the record a copy of my ktter tothe New York Times dated September 22, 1984, which sets forthwhat coverage for these newly ensnared entitles would mean undersection 604.
The analysis of the indirect aid coverage leading to the coverageof grocery stores participating in the Food Stamp Program is as fol.lows:
Paragraph 2(A) covers a university which receives indirect Feder-al aid, that is, one which enrolls students who themselves receive

Federal student aid, Grove City makes this clear, and, of course,H.R. 700 does not overturn that portion of Gruve City.
Then paragraph (4) directs coverage of "any other entity deter-mined in a manner conalatent with coverage provided with respectto entitles described in paragraph (1), (2) and (3)."
Thus, the coverage of an indirect ald recipient such as universityin paragraph 2(A) provides the basis of indirect aid coverage in

many other instances by analogy, pursuant to paragraph (4).
Accordingly, grocery stores and supermarkets participating inthe Food Stamp Program are covered merely by virtue of such par-

Mei ation. This is the same result as obtained under the Civil
Rights Act of 1984.

This section also leads to other results. This ean be illustrated ina variety of instances.
A letter from counsel to the Knights of Columbus to an aide tothe Senate Committee on the Judiciary concerning the Civil RightsAct of 1984 states, and I quote:

Several of the local councils of the Knights of Columbus may receive some federalfinancial amistanoe in connection with their progrums for the elderly, and the ques-tion could arise whether such assistance is attributable to the national or regionalunits of the Knights. As in most fraternal organisations, the relationship betweenthe Knights' national and regional bodiee and their local councils is sin goner* In-volving varying control end independence features. We believe that the legislativehistory should make clear thst in the case of fraternal organizations, local lodwill be treated u unita or sub units figurate from their national or regioOtherwise, fraternal organizations will be reluctant to allow their local
perticipate in such programs for rear of subjecting the entire organizationplex federal controls.

How would H.R. 700 affect the Knights of Columbus?
KR. 700 would clearly subject au of the operations of the entireKnights of Columbus organization and all of its sub unite or localcouncils to coverage under at least three of the four crosa-cuttincivil righta statutes whenever even one of its local councils receivany Federal aid.

is result occurs because of the interplay between the catch-allparagraph (4) and the first three paragraphs of the bill's definition
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of program or activity," Thus, paragraph 2(A) co
ations of a system of higher education.

A eystem of higher education can be described an aeseciated enti-
ties established for a general, special purpone; that is, education,
performing generally similar functions. These entitles are gov-
erned, with a varying degree of autonomy and independence, by an
over-arching central authority.

Many other ent4ties, such as the Knights of Coiumbia, B'nai
B'rith, et cetera are similarly structured. That is, they have sub
units which are accorded a certain amount of autonomy and inde-
pendence but which perform similar functions aimed at fulfilling
common, specific purposes and are governed by a central structure.

Paragraph (4) directs that coverage of all of the operations of any
other entity not listed in paragraph (1) through (8) be "determined
in a manner consistent with the coverage provided with respect to
entities described in paragraph (1), (2), or (3)."

Thus, the structure ef the Knights of Columbus or Bina' B'rith
can readily be analogized to a system of higher education and
thereby be subjected to coverage In its entirety if just one nub unit,
that is, a local council or lodge, receives any Federal aid.

While it is true, of course, that the Knights of Columbus and
Writh are much different organizations than a system of

higher education, the touchstone for coverage under paragraph (4)
Is not similarity of the entities at issue. Rather, the touchstone is
similarity, or consistency, in the manner of coverage between two
entitiea.

Thus, while at first glance an analogy between a national frater-
nal organization and a system of higher education seems odd, this
is precisely the kind of analogy provided for in H.R. 700.

affect, the interplay of paragraphs (4) and 2(A) and perhaps
others establishes a form of automatic trickle up coverage as prc
vided in the Civil Rights Act of 1984, but aveide the use of "sub
units" or "supports", terms used in the latter act which gave rise
toppposition to the sweeping nature of the act.

H.R. 700 also does not exclude "ultimate beneficiaries" from cov-
e, as most Federal agency regulations do. The absence of this

exc usion, coupled with paragraph (3) and paragraph (4), represents
one wipect ef the huge expansion of Federal coverage portended by
the bill.

For example, the failure to exclude ultimate beneficiaries from
coverage results in coverage of farmers operating farms receiving
crop subsidies. Congress, however, did not intend that these stet-
utea cover farms receiving crop subsidies sod they had not been no
covered by Federal agencies.

Yet many farms are corporations or partnerships or can be
deemed a private organization, all covered by paragraph (3), as well
as covered by the catch-all scope of paragraph (4).

With the absence of the exclusion of ultimate beneficiary in the
statute and the presence of paragraphs (8) and (4), the farmers will
be caught in this new Federal net and subject to thousands of

ords of new regulations, new paperwork requirementa, random
on-site compliance reviews, even in the absence of an allegation of
discrimination, the application of a dbicriminatory effects standard,
and burdensome accommodation requirements under aection 504.
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&ma ponsora of the bill have made the erroneous assert on that
Federal ogency definitions of "recipient" will remain undisturbed
by the enactment of 1-1.R, 700. The bill, however1 does not add the
word "recipient" to the four statutes.

Paragraph (1) through (4) of the definition of "program or activi-
ty", in effect, lists those entities which become recipients undei the
statutes amended by the bill. The bill reflects no indication that
the term "recipient", as defined in agency regulations, has any role
to play In enforcing these statutes.

is is particularly so once the statutory term "program or nctiv-
ity" IS defined as broadly as it is, and in terms of the entities listed
in paragraphs (1) through (4). At that point the statutes' scope of
coverage, GS amended by the bill, is completed.

The bill, in short, supersedes current agency regulatory defini-
tions of "recipient" and renders them superfluous.

The redundancy, overlap and confusion that would result from
any effort to overlay agency definitions of "recipient" onto the
bill's definition of "program or activity" in establishing coverage
would nem self-evident.

Indeed, to do so would rob the bill of any clarity it achieves in
the second and third paragraphs and render the bill virtually ince-
herent.

Indeed, even the upparent meaning of paragraph (1) is rendered
questionable by the suggestion that the agency definition of "recipi-
ent" eurvives enactment of the bill.

For example, paragraph (1) of the bill's definition of "program or
activity" deals with State and local government agencies and the
circumstances in which they are covered.

What, then, ean be added to an understanding of the bill's scope
of coverage of these particular governmental entities by referenc-
ing the agency regulation's definition of "recipient" as mcluding
"any Stew, political subdivision of a State, any public agency in
any State"7

e bill's definition of "program or activity" also includes the
catch-all paragraph (4) earlier mentioned. This catch-all provision
provides coverage of any conceivable entity "in a manner consist-
ent with the coverage provided with respect to entities described in
paragraph (1), (2) or (8)."

Even if the bill's sponsors wish to add express coverage of specif-
ic entities listed in the agency dermition of recipient, such as "in-

rumentality of any State", notwithstanding their implicit cover-
under catch-all paragraph (4), they could do so in parapaphs

through (8) or by adding a new paragraph in the definition of
'program or activity". There is no need to refer to agency regula-

tions in light of paragraph (4)'s catch-all scope.
Thus, the suggestion of the sponsors that the agency regulate

definition of "recipient" would be viable after enactment of H.
700 is priding. The_purpose of such a claim, however, may be re-
flected in Senator Kennedy's further statement that, since the
agency definition of "recipient" will be unchanged, entities or per-
sons, such as ferment, which were determined not to be recipients
under prior law because they were the ultimate beneficiaries of
Federal assistance would not have their status changed.
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Of course, f the bill's sponsors had Intended to exclude ull
beneficiarien of Federal financial ass Mance from coverage, they
could have simply inserted that excluskin into their bill.

Indeed, their failure to do BO in the language of the bin, in the
face of their acknowledged awareness of the exclusion in agency
regulations, is evidence of their intent to discard the exclusion alto-
gether.

In my vi w t is likely that a substantial part of the perveve
behind the rs' claim that the definition of "recipient is
viable after their bill would be enacted is a rhetorical one. They
seek to meet at least some of the criticisms they expect the bill to
receive by pointing to agency regulations.

As a matter of statutory construction, however, the far more sen-
sible reading of the bill's plain language, which is the moat impor-
tent guide,to the bill's meaning, is that the bill's definition of "pro-
gram or activity" in its paragraphs (I) through (4) renders agency
definitiona of "recipient" superfluous and of no effect. Sponsors'
suggestions to the contrary, if reflective of the purpose of the bill,
would render this bill incoherent.

In conclusion, even as - -casure aimed at restoring the scope of
coverage undertaken by some Federal agencies prior to Grove City,
H.R. 100 is fundamentally and fatally flawed. Its scope of cover
is way beyond that of even the broadest coverage undertaken
Federal agencies.

phe failure to exclude "ultimata beneficiaries" from coverage,
the notoriously broad paragraph (4), and other provisions of the bill
render it an unworthy vehicle even for the purposes publicly stated
by its sponsors.

The commission's statement also points out instances where both
H.R. 700 and S. 272 conflict with the commission's objectives. What
I wanted to do in this testimony was to demonstrate how, even as a
fulfillment of ita sponsors' objectives, H.R. 700 is flawed.

Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Ms. Chavez.
The Ciudailtax. The next witness is Ms. Mary Franc

Commsioner, U.S. Civil Rights Commission.
Ms. Berry, you ure recogn

STATEMENT OF MARY FRANCES BERRY, COMMISSION
COMMISSION ON CIVIL RIGHTS

Y. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
as happy to see that we have a 1/11 an hour or 45 minutes to

testify, if we want to. I am only kidding.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair auggesta, however, that we are being

very lenient, but I hope that we can expedite it, and I hope that
ou will summarize and give us the highlights of your statement, if
may suggest, Ms. Berry.
MII. 131IRRY. I understand, Mr. Chairm
The CHantlizaN. Thank you.
Mr. CONYERS. MY. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Yee
Mr. Comma After that statement, she may need 45 minu

twice 45 mInutes and I am for giving her some more time.
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The CHAIRMAN. WhIch witness you referring to, Mr.
yens?

Mr. CONYERS. Well, after Mo. Chavez' statement, Ms. Berry may
need more time than she thought she would need.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, let's try to restrict the time, I think Ms.
Berry is understanding enough to know that when 5 or 6 o'clock
arrives, the Chair may be the only person listening to the wit-
nesses.

Mr. CoNYER13. I will be here, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Let us proceed, Thank you, Ms. Berry.
Me. BERRY. I will proceed as quickly as poosible.
Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to respond to your invitation to teti-

tify on the Civil Rights Restoration Act of 1985, and I understand
that my written testimony will be included in the record la that
correct?

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, so ordered.
[Prepared statement of Mary Frances Berry follows:]

PREPARE/ IITATIOUNT OF MARY FRANCIS Baur, Murata or THE U.S. COMMIeeION
ON CIVIL RIONTR

Mr. Chairman: I am pleased to reepond to your invitation to testify on the Civil
Rights Restoration Act of 1085. A milestone was reached in the Nation'e commit-
ment to equal opportunity when the Civil Rights Act of 1984 was passed with its
'rine vl, using Oho receipt of Federal Rinds as a basis for opening opportunity to
persons who were previously denied opportunity on the hula of race, Similar
program was sitnalecl in the enactment of Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of
1978, Title IX, and the Age Discrimination Act. Unfortunately, these statutes were
not enforced as aggressively as proponents of opportunity would have liked, but the
viability of the laws in question remained in force. The Supreme Court's Gram City
decialon was a setback. Congress failed bet year to remedy the effects of the Court
decision on three who were suppreed to benefit from the laws at issue. The corn-
plainte ignored, or resolution of complaints and investigations delkyed in the De-
partment of Education give Latimer ta the praetical effect of the Court's decision.

Lut year I testified, hued on Dep. rtment of Education recorrhi, that since Grove
City war decided, under Title IX at ieut 28 education complaint, involvi la
institutions had been cloud because it was not clear whether the alleged d
nation occurred in acthities funded directly by the Federal government. They were
in the areas of admiesiona student service., and student support servicea In six in-
stances, the scope of compliance reviews was narrowed, and eighteen other compli-
twee reviews and five complaint investigations had been interrupted for redefini-
tion. In adation, nine cues involving elementary and secondary institutions and 40
involving porteecondary institutions were under review to determine whether they
could proceed in view of the decision.

I testified further that since the Grove City decision, in OCR-Education under Seo-
don 504, five complaint cases and one pending compliance review had been nar-
rowed as a result. Seven cases wore being reviewed due to the decision to see if they
could go forward. The issue merit affecled has been program services for disabled
persons. Title VI has almilaty been affected in OCIVEducation. One Title VI com-
plaint had been closed, and five complaint inrostigatiou had been modified because

involved athletics, admiaaions programs requirements and emplo ee evalua-
tion/treatment. activities not administered by the student aid office, and It was not
clear whether or not they were Federally fundet

Commissioner Rendre" and I have tried unauceessfidly to pt our colleagues o
the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights to insist that the Staff Director callect syatem-
atically additional information on the enforcement practices in Federal agencies
since the time" of hurt year's testimony. Perhaps the Committee can do better at com-
piling additional information.

Lest year's effort by the Congress to resters the validity of the civil rights law"
that were undermined by Grove afy failed. Apparently losing sight of the purpose
of the sponsors in the national interest, opponents engaged La arguments about a
state government's right ta discriminate on the basis of race, or sex, or age, or hand-
leap even when using taxes paid by all of the taxpayers end arguments about the
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right of Individuela to receive odoriti funds while discriminating. I wee reminded of
the Mateo' righta amendments made by opponent', of ending tho exclusion of blacks
from opportunity In tho days when tlu, civil righte movement impelled the paseage
of the civil rights laws of the 19f10'n. As a result of lent year's failure, we now have
in place ii eltuntion Plat many at us thoujiht In the 1990's would never again be
tolerated. We should be embarraseed thnt the Federal government can 1.4,day indef.
dire invidious discrimination by institutions on the basis of race In porno instances,
and the Comma hes not acted.

This year them with a clear vklen of our national commitment tO equal opportu .
nity have made simple and atraighforward adjustments to the textual difficulties
some perceived In the proposed Civil Rights Act of 1984. Some people may nee this
as using "the Grout City decluion aa an opportunity to seek a vent expansion of au-
thority,' aa my colleagues on the Commission wart. Others may believe at a time
when a majority of America's voters apparently are not intereded in equal opportu-
nity Imes, we ehould simply accept the use of our taxpayer funds to finance dis-
crimination. But I believe Congress should provide every reasonable tool to assure
the taxpayers' money is not used to construct or maintain barriers that deny oppor-
tunity to people to obtain a quality education or to receive services In hospitals or in
other institutions or agencies receiving Federal funds.

Opponents and proponent. know It is difficult to draft legislative language in any
cemplex area that is entirely free of ambiguity. Congrees should in th4 area, as
others, reduce the ambiguity as much as possible. But Congress should oleo keep in
mind the fimdamental objective. The goal is at least to restore the application of the
four civil rights statutoe in question to the generally accepted interpretation prior to
the Supreme Court's ruling in the Ony. City College v. Bell cast. Nothing more,
nothing lees.

Me. BERRY. I also ask_, Mr. Chairman, the Commission's state-
nt which was referred to byChairman Pendleton had a dissent
tton by Commissioner Francis Guess in which I joined and Bien-

enas Ramirez. I ask if that also can be entered into the

IRMAN. Without objection, so ordered.
my. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman

We dissented from the Commission's statement for some very
clear reasons, most of which relate to the statement you havo just
heard from the Chairman and the staff director.

We felt that the criticisms that they were making of H.R. 700,
the specific criticisms that they were making had no validity.

We were aware, for exampleI will only refer to three here that
come to mind, since this was presented to you here in oral testimo-

The fust one was a concern about corporations, entire corpora
th

-
tions being covered, and that this was something at had not hap-
pened before.

We were familiar with the law in that regart1 and although Mr.
Taylor, I think, is covering this in his written testhnony, I will just
point out here that we know that on corporate coverage since the
statute was passed, there haven't been as many cases involving
services as employment, because that is usually the kind of case
you get

But where there have been questions of this kind, corporate-wide
coverage has been the announced rule by the court, and there are

number of cases that can be cited, and we were aware of that,
we weren't concerned about this bill expanding corporate cov-

erage more than it MIS before.
As far as systems of higher education are concerned, Mr. Chair-

man, I had had experience both in the Nixon administration when
I was a consultant to the Office of Higher Education in and
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organized that office with the enforcement of the civil rights laws
that were on the books, including title VI, as they regard higher
education institutionsI then had experience as chancellor at the
University of Colorado at Boulder, administering a campus and a
system of higher education and woo familiar with the requirements
of the law that we had to abide by.

Before that I was provost ut the University of Maryland, Collo e
Park, which is another campus within a system and was very fa -
miller with what we had to abide by, and after that served as As-
sistant Secretary in HEW for all of education and worked with Mr.
David Tatel, who testified here on March 28 to his experience.

And I can say most emphatically that there Is nothing in H.R.
700 that says anything that relates to a system of higher education
that is contrary to what we enforced.

I agree with Mr. Tatel's statement in particular with the Adams
cameo that have been going on almost as lorig as tiarndyce v. Jam-
dyee and Bleak House, involving southern State systems of higher
education.

As long as one program or any program or department in the
system received Feederal money, that wee the basis for proceeding,
and that WO the general rule that was abided by, and-1 don't see
an hing In H.R. 700 that would cheep that.

that as for the anal to the Knights of Columbus and B'nai
B'rith, which was sup to present a problem since it would be
treated like systems of higher education, since systems of higher
education don't present a problem, then I don't understand why
the analogy would.

Commissioner Guess, Commissioner Ramirez, and I understood
theee matters, which is why we rejected out of hand the Commis-
pion's attempt to justify a retreat in the enforcement of the civil

lite laws that have been on the books for so long .

rthermore, we believed that the most important thing the
Ciramhision on Civil Rights could have done to 'help the Congress
arid the people was to make a fact-finding investigation as to what
hes bean happening since Grove City to actual students and teach-
ere and people out there whether it le in health care or any area
of the law.

I testified here last year based on Depar:tment of Education
records that someone was kind enough to gyre to me about the
number of complaints that had been delayed and not investigated.
That was finally attested to by Secretary Bell when he came to tes-
tify, that my information was correct

And Commissioner Ramirez and I have tried unsuceessfully ever
shice last year to get our colleagues on the Commission on Civil
Rights to Waist that our staff director use the staff to collect sys-
tematically additional information on the enforcement practices in
Federal agencies, and I think that would have helped to shed lime
light on what was going on here, in addition to giving us the Com-

ssio eral counsel's office legal analysis.
I hope that this committee can perhaps get some better informa-

tion Maybe you have ways of getting our staff to do things that we
don't have the abili

kit I would be very interested In seeing what that data is, Mr.
an.
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Now, last year, despite the best efforts of members of this com-
mittee and despite the best efforts of the House, we did not restore
the validity of the civil rights laws that were undermined by GroveCity.

And what disturbed me and my colleagues. Guess and Ramirez,
in the debates more than anything elseand this year egain--is
that we seem to be losing sight of the purpose of the sponsors ofthe legislation.

We are arguing and refighting battles that many of us thought
we had fought out in the 1960's. We are refighting the issue as towhether States or individuals or institutions ought to be able to get
Federal funds and go ahead and discriminate if they feel like it onthe basis of race or sex or solely on the basis of handicap or age.What we are really doing, and we have had since last year a situ.ation that many of us thought in the 1960's would never again be
tolerated in this country, and we have been tolerating it since last
year, and now we sit here talking about States' rights and institu-tions' rights to discriminate, and individuals' rights to discrimi .nate, as if that is a question we want to revisit

Perhaps we do, But what we hope you will do, Ramirez, Guess,
and I, is that at least you will restore the applicability ef the laws
back to where they were last year.

And anyone knuws that it LB difficult to draft legislative kin.age in any complex area of the law. Anyone knows that. And itdifficult to draft legislation that is entirely free of any possibleambiguity.
All that Congress can do in this area, as others, is reduce the am.biguity as much as possible, But I hope you will keep in mind the

fundamental olljective, which is not to fight those battles of the
1960's over again, but to at least reatore the application of thesefour civil rights statutes, nothing more, nothing less.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Ms. Berry,
The next witness is Mr. Gordon Jones, vice president for govement and academic relations at Heritage Foundation.

STATEMENT OF GORDON JONES, VICE PRESIDENT FOR GOVARN.
MENT AND ACADEMIC RELATIONS, HERITAGE FOUNDATION
Mr. JONES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I can assure the committee that I will not take more than myminutes.
I appreciate this opportunity to testify. I have looked with Bornecare at testimony of previous witnesses and listened with apprecia-tion today to what I have heard. I always like to analyze the legal

complexities and the letter of the law, though I tend myselfmy
eyes tend to glaze over before too long and I generally try to re-treat to the high ground of principle.

I appreciated what Dr. Berry said about fighting battles that wethought were settled in the 1960's, and in a sense I think that she
is right. That is what this discussion is about

The question b3 not will we tolerate discrimination supported by
Federal funds, but what constitutes discrimination.
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And I am reminded that in the Grave City case, which sparked
all this legislative interest, there wan no finding of discrim nation
by Grove City College, and as far as I am aware no one has ever

ed Grove City with discrimination.
Grove City did was refuse to participate in v compliance

procedure which many Americans think has very little to do
discrimination but a great deal to do with what we treed to call .
verse discriminationthat is, inequality of result,

And I think I would like in my few minutes to return to that
basic question of what the policy of our Nation ought to be with
respect to race, ethnic, and gender considerations in this country.

I believe that as to legal policy that the national policy should be
a policy of colorblindness. Existing civil rights statutes certainly
should be vigorously enforced with respect Lo individuals, but we
should recognize that civil rights inhere in individuals and not in
groups.

The concept of group rights should be, I believe, rejected and I
believe that it is rejected by the majority of Americans of ail races
and all ethnic groups.

In the last couple of drk,,s there were articles in the Waahi'igton
Poet that I think illustrate some of the dangers of dealing with or
pampering or looking at the possibility of considering righth as
groups.

Mayor Barry of the city of Washington is charged by Hispanics
with not meeting their needs. They constitute 10 percent of the
population of the District of Columbia, but they have only i per-
cent of the employmeat poeitions in the District of Columbia.

It seems to me I have heard that argument before.
And then the U.S. District Court has thrown out the fire depart-

ment's promotion pfdlicy as unconstitutional and illegal.
Now, I don't know what the right or the wrong of either of those

auations is, But I do know that that is the kind of battle that you
can expect when rights are thought to inhere in groups and any

an established valid claim to certain outcomes, either in
employment or in education or in anything else.

t is why, in my written testimony, Mr. Chairman, I sug-
t the committee ought to consider the possibility of estab-

g a racial and ethnic cWsification commission of some kind,
use somebody is going to have to start deciding who fits these
.a.

the Government is going to allocate benefits, and that is what
re talking aboutif the Government is going to allocate bene-
on the basis of such irrelevant criteria as race and ethnicity

and gender, then somebody is going to have to make decisions.
Now, we may be able to tell who is a man and who is a woman,

although the Rene Richards case should make us think that even
that can be a chancy queetion.

But we have seen in the South, we have seen in Nazi Germany,
we see in South Africa today very complex systems established for
determinim who is black, who is white, who is in this ethnic group
and who is m that.

And I don't believe that in this Nation we want to follow the
path of Lebanon and Lebanize our political system.

9
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And I urge the commfttoo and the Congress to null back fr
very dangerous course or legislative action.

Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN, Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Clordon Jones follow ]

ParrAllign 8TAITIMENT Or GoottioN FL Ames, Vit's P1urluoNNT, 00VarNPArNT AND
AOADMIC RITLATIONa, IlITRITAOR FOUNDATION

Mr. Chairman: My name le Gordon Jones, and I am Vice Premident for Academic
and Government Relations for the Heritage Foundation. I would like to thank you
for this opportunity ta addaos the Cemmittee on H.R. 700. It 6 critically important
that the Committee hear from those who are urging caution on this legislation. We
are dealing here with legislation of considerable impact. That. much 6 admitted on
all tildes of the lemma There 11 no reason to rush into action before all the implica-
tions are thoroughly explored.

M an example let me remind the Committee that legielation waa proposed last
to arrrect the supposed problems of the Grove City decision of the Supreme

n.. We were teld that the legislation then proposed was Immutable, perfect, that
not a comma could be changed without dostroyine it.

Here we are almost a year later with quite a Jifforent bill before ua &signed to
accomplish the same ends. And once again we are being told that there will be no
amendment., that the bill is pirfect. I would like to suggeet that Ian year's bill
could have been imprnved, and that this year's bill can be im roved.

Let me suggest eome areas of potentiel difficulty which should he addressed
before dd. legislation la paseed

On* la the question of w
difficulties in acospti

natitutee "assistance," or 'aid." There are profound

ald t4 the university w
me Court's decielon that aid to a student uals

udent spend. that aid. If indirect aid swab d red
aid in that situation, there are no limits to the reach of the federal government,
becaus everyone receives benefits of some kind. Anyone who providev goods and
service@ to recipient.. of food 'tamps, Small Hoboes Loans, Social Security checks,
dairy pries supports, or any other payment from the government would be cubit
to all the reporting, administrative, and enforcement procedures of the federel
reaucracy. I don't believe the principle is firmly eetablished, but there le oven eome
CAM law holding tioat tax exemptiona conetitute n benefit to an Individual or an In-
r Caution.

I had always thouAght that there was some benefit in preserving some areas of our
lives which are not Subject to federal authority. There will be no such arena if this
legislation passes without some clarification of what Is meant by the term "aid."

Another way to preeerve enclaves of our lives free from federal intervention ii by
tiehtining the definition of "recipient." In particular, there needs to be an exclusion
for "ultimate beneficiaries," as has existed previously.

It may be permiselle, desirable even to include an entire university campus lf
discrimination found in a federally amilsted program of the school, but it is quite a
different matter to say that an infraction in a Job training proglam run by a comps-
ny in one State brings under coverage every aspect of what may be a multinational
corporation, or to say that a violation in a police department in rural Michigan
brings under coversom every unit or subunit of the State government- In the par-ticular.argot that is developing around three proposals, the "trickle down," "trickle
up," and "trickle around" thecirke need to be explicitly njected.

In that lest statement, I was careful to use the term "violation." rather than "dis-
crimination." The moven is that under many regulittions promulgated by federal
agencies, rrgulatlons that wnuld be explicitly approved and encouraged by this legis-
lation, no dIscrimInation need be proved infers penalties, in the form of pale,
quotas, and federally-imposed timetables are mired into play. All that need be
shown is that there to a statistical imbalance In employment, In admission. In cam-
peaaation, or whatever other criterion can be devised try inventive federal bureau-
crats or civil rights lawyers. In other words, the usual understanding that the se-
cused is innocent until proven guilty fa reversed. This reversal has been adopted in
a number of specific instances in law, in regulation, end in some court decision., but
we should never be comfortable with it. WI should never stand by and acquieece in
its pernicious affects on our freedoms.

I am particularly concerned about one provision of H.R. 700. That is the language
that writes into law "all of the regulations" issued under the four civil right. stet-
idea "as presently interpreted." la all condor, Mr. Chairman, I have to say that that



la the shisle ple of itetutory language I have ever eeen Lew* ought to he
as clear na they cen ha made , and to include in them regulatory language that ia
subject to interpretation varying from department to department, arid from admin.
Istrator to administrator, and from court to court, le a prescription for confusion tin.
paralleled In my experience. If nothing else le changed in this hill, that language
should be dlecerded,

The regulation in question contain requiremente and provision for whet are usu .
ally called goals and quotas for minority hiring and ad ,ancernent. Including them
makes it imperative to include in the legislation careful definition's of what consti-
tutes status in a minority group.

We have already seen, for example. that where there are minority huaiooaa set-
mid," in some federal contract requests, non.mlnority businesses attempt to get in
on the action, The plain fact is that when government allocates benefit" en the basis
of race, ethnicity or gender or other Irrellivant criteria, individuals will attempt to

uglify under thcse criteria. Romanis I. going to have to degide, under thia !Waln .
on, who Ii black, who la }Repel and so on. It may be 64110/4 to decide who is a

man and who is a woman, but as *nee Richards should have taught la, even that
is chancey at times.

I assume that If this legielation passe, it will nt.ctevery ta eetsblish some form of
Ethnie end Racial CloselficatIon Commission, charged with milking these tricky
Judgment& In heti the Committee may wish to consider the need for such a commis.
doh bare reporting this legislation to the tuft nom. At the vane lead. it should
provide the courts, who sell be celled upun to settle the inevitable controversial,
with as much guidance as powible as to the criteria which should be used.

I offer that suggestion In MI srlousn.ss, because something like such a commis-
"Ion will Wooly ha needed It this legislation Fosses. However, 1 hope that the mem-
bers of this Cotninitter will think hatter of this entire line of legislation. The fart is
that it would be a mitriake to writ. Into lsw. requirement that rec., gender, and
ethnicity be considered in governmental benefits. The 1984 'Civil
Pights Act eittablisheit the legel equality tdi men and women or whatever race,
color, creed, or 'ethnic gruup Th.t equality im enforceable in the Courts with respect
to individuals, and such enforcsmant should he vigorous tind perm:tent But rights
inhere in Individuals. They do not belong to groups. To insist on numerically equal
outcomes in every aspect of our .ocl.tyis to grant to the government the
ahaoluta power associated with totalitarian static The temptation I. great, but
are to remain a free nation, it is a temptation that must be melee&

I urge the Coimniuoo and the Converts to rejeet the philosophical position that
underlies this legislation, and to insist that our laws remain colorblind. The min-
takes of our peat should not lead us Into even greeter mistakes In the Altura.

The CsmastAN. The next withess la Mr. Mark de Bernardo, man-
ager of Labor Law, Chamber of Commerce of the United States.

?An de Bernardo, we welcome you.

STATEMENT OF MARK A. de BERNARDO. MANAGER OF LABOR
LAW, CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF ME UNITED STATES

Mr. DX BIDNARDO, Thank u, Mr. Chairman.
I am Mark A. de o. I am manager of Labor Law for the

U.S. Chamber of Commerce. I am also committee executive of the
chamber's labor relations committee.

Accompanying me today, to thy right in the first row seats Vir,
'genie Lamp. She its a labor relations attorney for the U S. Chamber
of Commerce.

The chamber welcomes this opportunity to a
joint hearing, to express our concerns about the roue
case, our opposition to the Civil Rights Restoration Act of 1985, and
our support for the civil rights amendments of 1986.

The chamber also wishes to commend and thank the chai
the ranking minority members, the members of the committee an
subcommittee for conducttng these joint hearings, for providii
this forum for discuasion and debate on what is a very cri
for all concerned.
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Tho U. Chember, on behalf of its more thttn 180,000 members,
me a keen interest in our Natlen's equal employment and civil
rights laws. The chamber I. committed to the principle* of equal
employment opportunity and nnirmntive Action and heartened by
the advances which heve been made in these areae, partieolerly in
the last 25 years. Thom is no room in America's work places for
discrimination.

However, there also le no room for the radical and unwarranted
ex elision of Federal authority which H.R. 700 represents.

e the chamber hes long espoused a policy of promoting an
informed and conscientious business community's adherence to
both the letter and spirit of title V11 and other antidiscrimination
laws, we also are ccgnizant that extremism in public policy can
create more problems than it solves.

Extreme Government intervention can be more of a threat to
civil rights and liberties than the safeguard its proponente intend
it to be, and in our opinion H.R. 700 typifies such extremism.

To summarize the chamber's position, we oppose H.R. 700. We
feel that this legislation substantially and inappropriately expands
the coverage and sanctions of four civil rights statute,.

H.R. 700- and its identical Senate cempanion bill, S. 431, repre-
sent a massive expansion of Federal authority over the workplace.
Similarly, thee° bills would expand greatly Federal control and au-
thority over State end local governments, educational institutions,
and a wide range of private institution. ,

The chamber believes that KR. 700 goes far beyond reversing
the Grove City decision. Thia bill represents a sweeping transforma-
tion of our civil rights laws beyond not only the current status of
the law, but also the original Intent of Congress and the interpreta-
tion of these laws prior to the ()mire City decision.

The U.S. Su me Courl in the Grove City case dealt with the

rights statutes to educational institutions recei Federal fluids.
iasue of what talons should exist on the of civil

That issue is highly parochial compared to the ues being ad-
dresiied by Congress under the name of Grove City

What in at stake now is a massive expansion of Federal authority
over the workplace, and farms, State and local governments,
schools, religious institutions, social clubs, even individeals.

H.R. 700 represents a threat to the business community because
of overlapping and contradictory enforcement structures, beeauee
of duplicative recordkeeping, new private rights of action, and a
quantum leap in Federal control of privata employment practices.

.This legislation would extend dramatically the coverage of four
heretofore specialized civil rights laws to a wide spectrum of em-
ployers, especially small busineeess, who were never covered or in-
tended to he covered in the

Moreover, if enacted,
of our Judicial

ent actions.
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position w ereby the price that omployere would be forced to
y to participate in Federal programa would be too high.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. de Bernardo, the Chair regrets having to in-

terrupt, but there is a vote pending in the HAUSA. The Members
have only about 10 minutes to mike that vote. For that reason, I
would appreciate you suspending at this time so the committee can
take a recess, a 10-minute recess. And you will be, obviously, the
witnees in the chair at the time that we return.

Thank you very much.
The committee Is in racoae for 10-minutes.

CHAIRMAN. The committee ia called to ou
r. de Bernardo was teetifying at the time we recessed. 1

with him.
DR BRIINAIWO. Mr. Chairman, I WAS just poin ing out that in

many respects, H.R. 700 represents a threat to the business corn -
munity, and listed some of the aspects in which we see It as a
threat to the business community.

Second, I was pointing out that, ironically, we also see it as a
threat to the disadvantaged became of the effect it would have in
creating a disincentive for employers to be involved in the volun-
tary programs, such as programs in the training and education
arena,

Rather than accept the plethora of strings attached to Federal
dollars, corporations understandably might retreat into a private
sector shell to the disadvantage ef many.

For example, handicapped, veterans, and minorities who are in-
volved in job programs which include some Federal funding may
find the bueiness community reluctant to particip te when partici-
potion subjects employers to broadly appVied, suhetantial new ad-
ministrative coats, compliance reviews, and potential legal Habil-
ides.

The spirit of volunteerism in employ
tentioned, may well be dispirited bY this

Perhaps the biggest area of concern for us deals with KR. 700's
scope, and if I could point out a couple of aspects of that in terms
of our concerns.

A major problem with last year's legislation was the bread defi-
nition of "recipient." This ear's legislation does not solve that
problem. It merely transfers It to another definition .

While H.R. 700 fails to define "nocipient" appropriately or inap
tely, it does define "program or activity" for the purpoeee of

coversge of the four affected statutes.
annals "program or activity" in such a broad fashion

ueetionable whether any parameters at all have been set
he reach of these laws.

the flow of Federal dollars through trickle
up, and trickle acre's, this legislation has the poten-

altering any previous concept or application of Fed-

how well in-

The bilJ
that it is
to delinea

uld thus become chains,

clear. However,
range f cover-
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ago which is possible and would be, if emic ed. fundamentalyunfair to buainese and many other affected parties.
I would like to make a note on the funding termination provi-sion, as well, which we see as being a wrong approach.
Earlier I pointed out that the bill, RR, 700, if enacted, wouldcreate a disincentive for employers to become voluntarily involvedin programs which we consider to be good government programs,programs which benefit many.
In the same line of thinking, the fact that the breadth of thefunding termination provision is so broad would also affect the in-nocent and a wide range ofprograms negatively, aa well.H.R. 700 eliminates the pinpoint provision and allows the variousenforcing agencies to withclraw all k'ederal assistance to the entireentity in noncompliance.
Such broad stroke funding termination would penalize the inno-cent, cutting off Federal asaistance to a much wider range of anti-ties and, correspondingly, to a much wider range of individualsbenefiting from those Federal programs.
I would elm like to make a note on the law.pre-Grove City.
The Civil Rights Restoration Act of 1985 coca not restore vi-lla law in our opinion, at all, but in fact goes far beyond, farbeyond the current law, far beyond the concensus interpretati n ofthe law prior to the Grove City decision, and far beyond the majori-ty judicial interpretations of congressional intent,If the intent of Congress is to return the law to where it was pre-Grove City, H.R. 700 does not do it
In our conclusion I would like to state that the Supreme Court'sGrove City College v. Dell decision could have inequitable ramifica-tions. In this regard, the Chamber of Commerce supports legisla-tion which would provide for a simple reversal of this decision.We believe that S. 272, the Dole-administration bill, actomplishesthie goal in a fair and appropriate manner.
The Civil Rights Restoration Act of 1985, however, is an inappro-priate and unacceptable response to the Grove City decision,The U.S. Chamber opposes H.R. 700 and S. 481 and urges Con-gress not to enact this legislation.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members of these committees.The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
[Prepared statement of 1101ark A. de Bernardo follows:I
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1 am Mark A. de Dernardob Manager of Labor LAW for the

Chamber of Commureo of Cho: United States. I serve as the Committee

Executive far tha U.S. Chamberlin Labor Rslatione Committee and am a

member of the District of Columbia Bar and the American Bar

Ailed/aim labor 00tttesu. Aecompenying me today is

Virginia S. Lamp, Libor Dilation@ Attorney for the U.S. cheobar.

The U.S. Chamber welcomes thie opportunity to ewer before
this joint boar ng of the House Education and Labor Comeittes and

the Subcommittee on Civil and Constitutional Rights of ths HOUMA

Judiciary Coweittaa to asprese our cootorop about the Grova_City

decisionli, out opposition to the Civil Rights,

iteetaration Aat of 1965 ,(H.R. 700/8. 431), and our support for The

Civil Riehte Amendments of 1965 (S. 272).

The Chamber aleco al hem to commend and then

Minority MembOro, end Members of the Committan and

e conducting thee. joint hearings for providl

lm and debate on what le a very critical Issue for

d. It Is our hops that full and reasoned examinationall c

4 5. Ct. 1211 (1984).
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moues Involved In the ov City dobsto end all

1 ramifications of the je*lelstiv, alternatives now

consideration will prove well worth the time and effort.

The U.S. chab.r. on beh its more than 180,000 membere,

keen intereet in our natIon's equal nploywnnt and civil
4 laws. The Chember in committed to the principles of equal

employment opportunity and affirmative action nd heartened by the
which have been made in theme green, particularly in the

25 years. There is no roo in America's workplacee for
diecrimination.

However, while the Chember has 1008 espoused a policy of

promoting an informed end conscientioua business tommunity'a

adherence to both the letter and spirit of Title VII and othor

-diticrialnation lAws, we also are cognizant Chat extremiam in
public policy can create orn problems than it solves.

nt intervention can be more of

end libertie- than the safeguatd its proponents lnt.nd
It to be.

H.R. 700 typifies atn;h anTaitiso.

5unmary of_the Chgober Position

Tbe U.S. Chamber of Commerce opposes The CivIl RIht.

Matorstien Act of 1985 because this legislation substentially end

inappropriately expands the coverage and anctions of four civil2/rights statutmry-

if H.R. 700, if enacted, mould amend Title VI of the Civil
Act of 1964,42 U.S.C. Sec. 2000d et maq.0 Ti
iducation Amendments of 1972, 20 U.S.C. Sec. 268
Section 504 of tbe Rehabilitation Act of 1973, 2
Soc. 794, and The Age Discrimination Act of 1975.
Sec. 1601 et eq.



H.R. 700 and its IdenLtcnl Senate companIon bill, S.

repro/wit to emetic. expennion of federal authority over the

workplace. Similarly theme bills would expaud greatly federal

cootrol and authority over ntate end local governments, educational

inetitutioos and a wide range of private institutions.

The Chamber believes that H.R. 700 'pee far beyond revered

the Greve City decision. Thie bill represeots a sweeping

transformation of our civil rights laws beyond not only the current

us of the law but also tho original intent of Congress and the

interpretation of these laws prior to the prove City decision.

The U.S. Supreme Court In the Grove _City cave dealt w ,h the

issue of what limitations should exist on the application of civil

rights stetutes to educational institution. receiving federa

futda. That lesue is highly parochial in contrast to the isaues

being addressed by Congrole in the name of "Grovm_CIty."

What is at stake now is a maseive expansion of federal

auth_ _ty over the workplace and Urea, state and local

governments, schools, religious i:ctitutiona, social club., even

H.R. 700 represents a threat to_the_busineesommuOty,

because of overlapping and contredictory enforcement structures,

duplicative recordkesping, new private rights of action, and a

quantum leap In federal control of private employment practices.

This leglelation would extend dramatically the coverage of four

,heretofore specialised civil right. laws to a vide spectrum of

employers, especially small businesses, who ware never covered

4ntended to be covered. Moreover, if enacted, H.R. 700 will

exacerbate the worst aspects of our judicial system ma
shoppina, multiple claims, and harassment actions.
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IA, 700 also represents a threat to tho disadvante_ed

uld be tho ultimete

reepoose of eployets to enoctment of U.k. 700? The Chamber faun

that employers would be forced into a poaition whereby the "price"

of participating in federal programs would be too high. Rather than

accept the plethora of stringo attached to federal doUara
corporations understandably might retreat into a private sector

shall to the dioadvantage of many. Yor example0 handicapped,

veterani, and minorities who are involved in job programa which

include shame federal funding may find the bueinese community

reluctant to participate when participation subjects employers to

broddlywapplied, substantial new administrative costs, compliance

reviews, and potential legal liabilities. The apirit of

volunteerism in employers -- no matter how well-inten ioned -- may

well be Allpirited by thin legislation.

and underpriviledged of our society.

The U.S. Chamber in,it policy on equal employment

opportunityi

Supports "all rsaienabie and necrear steps
designed to achieve the goal of equal osployment
opportunity for all%

Believes "governmental action should be carefully
uided ... to insure fairness and dUe procese ol

all"; and

believes that 'grants of authority to
admInistrative agencies should heAtrictly
construed and carefully defined."17-

The Civil Rights Restoration Act of 1985 contradicts each of

these preciptss

Policy Declarations, adopted by the Cheerer of Coeree of the
United States, p. 134 (emphasie added).



Cl

Because ite scope of coverage and sanctions is far
too broad, H.R. 700 is unreasonable and unnecemeary
to the appropriate goal of preservation Zi civil
rights;

Because the bill is ov.rbro.d an4 ambiguoue,
particularly la its dftnition of "program or
activity" which triegers coverage, it ie not
"carefully guided," "strictly construed" or csrsfully
defined;" aad

Because H.R. 700'would, inter elle, subject farmers,
raechers, and other small businese men and woman to a
hailmtorm of new rules and regulations from Incidental
COOtect with federal dollars, this bill does not 'insure
fairness"; it insures unfairness.

4/When The Civ 1 Righte Act of 1984 was introduced, the

chamber directly addreneed the issues presented In the Grove

The result was adoption of the following policy;

The Chember of Commerce of the United Statve oppole$
any legislation which would unnecesse yl (1) expand
federal control of private employment practices, (2) enlarge
federal jurisdiction in the public sector, especially over
state and local gervernment institutions, (3) increase the
nuaber of agencies able to bring"equal employment opportunity
enforcement proceedings, or (4) create a great urge in
litigation b- granting broader rights of action to private
plaintiffsA

The Civil Rights Restoration Act of 1985 clearly conflicts

th this policy. H.R. 700 should not be enacted.

B. i568/H.R. 5490

11 This policy atatement was approved by the Chamber's Labor
, Relations Committee, and subsequently by its Board of Director',

becoming the official policy of the Chember on July 25, 1984.
'

This statement provided the basis for Chamber oppositions to
The Civil Rights Act of 1984, S. 2568/H.R. 5490.



6

Federal Plover**

A eajor effect of H.R. 700 on the private sector would be a

withdrawal of employer* from participation in voluntary federal

programa, td the detriment of large oegmente of our

aociety.

Employers recognise that H.R. 700 would greatly expand the

application of e mvriad of current regulations to company activities

totally unrelated to the operation of a federally-assisted program.

Because "good faith involvement in a federally funded program would

aubjeet that enpioyer in all of its operations to increased

reporting requiremente, compliance reviews, and potential legal

claims, that employer might be likely to withdraw from such

participat on altogether.

On e critical area where there would be significant eciverse

As:emcee would be federal training and employment programs.

Although Section 167 of The Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA)

learly subject& those entities operating training progrems to

nondiscrimination prohibitions, JTPA does not extend thodie
,

prohibitions to employing establishments that are in contact with

JTFA FroVmms. Under H.R. 700, because such employers would be "a

corporation ... or any other entity ... any pert of which is

estended Federal financial assistance,"!/ coverage would be

distended end employers might not participate for fear of increasing

their exposure and liability under the various civil rights Uwe.

6/ cttoni 3, 4, end 6, paragraphe and (4 ); and Section 5,
&graphs (4)(c) and (d), of H.R. 700 whi in part, define
-gram or activity" for purposes of coverAge.
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dew 8ecr,tu of Labor Ford D. Ford expreseed thin concern

pending to a Senate inquiry about what the effect of The

ts Act of 1984 would be on Department of Labor programes

1_ pocetbi., ther fore, that 5. 2568
would cau a employers to avlid federally
euppotted training and employment aervicee
in a belief that they were prudently
avoiding 'new' burdene or compliance deka.
Under ouch circumstances, employers:

,Hight not vovida training slots for JTPAI

Hight not provide training elate for The
Emergency Veterans Job Training Act (EVJTA);

Hight net list _lobe with the employment
ear vice;

Might not take adventege of the Tergeted
Jobs Tax Credit (TJTC) and

Hight not serve on Private industry
Councils, (PIC.) and State Job Training
Coordinatine Councils (SJTCCe)

In um, (because S.,2568 would "discoutale
employers' perticipation" in training and
employmtait services it uld) conden auch
activitiee to futillEE 7

though Under Secretary Ford's concerns ware about the
0 leet _f The Civil Righte Act of 1904, we are convinced that The
Civil Rights Restoration Act of 1985 Mould have the ame "chilling"
affect on employera' willingness to perticipate in federal
mploymeat and traluing programe. The result would be decreased job-
opportunities for,those in our society whom. need for uch
portunities is greatest*

lronieilly, if enacted, H.R. 700 would have the unintended
effect of being counterproduttive to the goal of a host of

Li. federal programa.

tterfron the H000rable Ford E Ford, Under Secretary of Labor

to Senator 041nOiatth, Chairman of the Labor and Human
Resources Committee dated June 25, 1984. p. 2 (emphasis added).



IV. HJt. 7 Ws Scoje A Major Frohlem_Area

The Civil Riehte RestoratIon Act of 198, like its
predecessor legislation, Tbe Civil Rights Act of 1984 mE5 lear in

just how far its coverage extends. However, what is clear le that

coverage extends far beyond any parametere previouely imogined or

soggeated.

A Major problem wIth last year's legislation wee the breed

definition of "recipient." This year's legielation does not aolve

that problem, it merely transfers it to another definition. While

700 fails to define "recipient" --- appropriately or

.inappropristely -.. it doea define "program or activity" for t

purposee of determining coverage of Cho four urea.

The bill define. "progra _vity" in ouch a broad

fashion that it is questionable wh tiler any perameters at all have

'been et to delineate the read' of these laws. Through tracing the

flow of federal dollars through "trickle down," "trickle up," and

ickle ecroes," this legislation hes the potential of radically

alltering any previous coecept or appUcation of federal authority.

The "strings" attached to fed cal funds vould thus become

-- Chains of an almost indeterminable leng

tuition of "program or activity

Restoration Act of 1985 ist

For the purposes of this title, the
"program or activity" means all of the
operatione of -.-

(1)(A) a department or agency of a State
or of a local government; or

(8) the entity of much State or local
government that dinributee ouch
assistance crud each much departmeot or
ageney (an4 enh other' entity) to
which the hssistance is extended, in
the case uf assistance to a State or
local government;

Civil Rightor
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(2)(A) university or a aye of high

ducation; ot

) a local educational agency (a*

defined In section 198(4(10) of the

Elementary mud Secondary EducatiOn Act

of 1965) or other sehool system;

(3) corporation) partperahlp, or

Lihir jileltoEgeiration; or

(4) 112,x22-12.s entity determined In a

manner consistent with the coverage

provilkid with reopect to entitte

.describad In paragraph (1), (2), or (3);

ypatofvhtch I. extended

Federal finaneial assistance.!!

The bill extends these four civil right. statutes to

oorporati000 and pertnerohipe, -well am to "other private

organitat na ... or other entity." which I. 'determined in &

manner consistent" with the other provisions. Thi represents *

"cetchall" provision which truly "catches ell."

The Civil Rights Restoration Act of 1985 Sectloni 3 through 6

(emphasis added).



?ur,srcra there la no "coostetent" anner of deternination

there have been no datersinations. Paragraph (4) iA

ambiguous and confusing and clearly would r.uks extensive

itiestion to give It meaning.

No

of tha opera

yi coverage in_ rztwided by this eection to

!la pert of which la extended Federal

uncial aiuistanciN Can there be any doubt that all of a

rporation'a operations Including its parent companise, holding

companies, ubsidiarlea, end franchieas -- would be covered if "any

part" of that businees received any federal aseistanca?

-der a "trial(' down" application, 'extended Federal

finincial aaaiatence could be interpreted to menu direct or,

'indirect extension, further fueling the engine of government

Ventien.

10 it the totantion of the proponents of the Civil Righta

liutoration Act 01 1963 to subject --

Grocery pe;

reacis Iptioneg

Ranches which partic irrigatitn projecta ;

Faroe which receive federal price supporta dr diameter
loans;

Insurance offices adsinintering Medicare or
programa;

Apartment owners accepting; re

Other small businesses

assive government requirements, inspections, nd intrust
unknown regulators on unknown regulations S40404 thOre I. elm

however tenuotte6 to "federol financial aaiatancef



tot

comities dew eff

cit. coiplicoc. inSpactlUfle ;

OVetlapplog and contradictory nforce**

Vtplicativs tscutdkc.ping requiremeats; and

New private rights of action7

Could a carrier grocery store, beceume it le Ad "entity" which

by virtue of its acceptance of food ps I. "eitended Federal

financial resietionce" under this hil 0 bo brought to court te

he handicapped or elderly, or b.ceuee It (ailed td prO

ecceee romps for the handicapped, or widened eles, lowered

shelves, or home delivery for the disabled?

H.R. 700 releem iigahflcaut coverage questions 1

utoff of coverage --

the corporate ladder the operations of ... a

ralp.ctst there appears to B.

corporation (1f,

assistance."

'needed Federel tin

paragraph (3 ) of Sectiono 3, 4, and 6, sad paragraph (4)(c),
3, grocery stare may be cousideted a "corporation,

partnership, or other private organisation,' ither onto itself or
as a subsidiary of a corporate entity which receives federal doilike
is some other capacity; or it nay be covered under the catchall
'gavial** as "any other entity determined in a meaner consistent
with the coverage provided with reimport to entities described in
por42;a0h (1)0 (2), Or (3) 7 beaus. the 'pelmet consistent* could be
considered analogous to ths Creme City College altuation %hereby
raiment of mingle student receiving federal student loess
give coverage of the college itself, despite the fact Grove City
go accepr no federal funding directly.
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Thia soy well mean that if one plant of

1 Actutet part ipeles lo fed

re'ton In all Ale planto acid sub Idlaries I. art nded first-

of the four ffected civil Ati stAttiteif flOw Is a

plant sooner or upervloor at Oft4 plant In one OtAtti expected to

know of, inch lee. to coaply with, four statutes, the applicatioo of

Le bailed ofi anothar plant *ana*.r's participation to $004

In a federal Jo

Horeovar, la

the parent cospany of a re

p tho corps

ochiture

lflriiui*e au

4. "yrftl"

asp.* at a plant on thi other aide of that

700 intended to trigger coverage from

t1i4t0 tO all it. franchlosa or from

ayrtem to the parent company and than

700'111 °all the operation'

thot ths answer to these queatloos

tholle employer" nr employee*,

Ldprs, creditor., and customers,' Extension of coverage conid

force lsesible ac000nic expenditurea and craatc stantficaftt

disruption of operations or cutreot personoal practIcea.

The precise cope of corerais of H.

However, what Is clear I. that Hilt. 700 la

range of neonate whith I. possible and would be,-

he

fundamentally unfair to businesss And sooty other affected pattieS.

11,1,7OOrTflAtIO .Provinioti Tb _Wrong 44,

The Civil Rightful i*atQnation Mt of 1905 would pip.nd irsatly

the federal ativernment's pawn to deny or terminate financial

tIAOIStADC4. 'oat funding totittostton, as provided for in HAL. 700,

le too broad in application and would panalles too wide a spectrum

of amployeta and other beneficiaries of federal programs.



HA. 700 not only extend* a y the

civil rIght. etetUtee, but It ale a a drseeticelly

auctions far noecospliance under these lam Currently,

noncompliance I. penalised by withdrewel of federal funding from

*the particular program, or pert thereof, in which such

noncompliance hes been found.491

be

H.R. 700 libinAtell thi. pinpolnt provtcton end all_ the

enforcimg agauciaa to withdraw all foditt1 cusietance to tbe

ity in noncospilince. Such broad stroke funding

would penalise the innocent, cutting off fedora

much wider range and, correupondlngly,

Or rang, of individuals benefiting fron theae federal

700 provi

tinc which euppo

d terminati

uch noncoeplience

elastic coneept requiring no primary *lotus between t
_

nootomplienceIlf-- end entitles cut off from federal aseistence.

&adios cUt off ceases to be so equiteble or appropriate remedy when

such terming lo4 is stretched farther end farther to imclude

usteiated or rweote activities of dilatant affilletee.

, aim Titi. IX, 10 V.I.C4 6 1662*

ad Mb) of The Civil Eights Reetoret on het

ed rather than the term diicrinin.tion
be cited for noncompliance without suit'
have diseatrainat,d or, I. fact, without -;

hewing been alleged* Crowe City College



the Id

The °Which aupporto" language of

on proclaim to consiatent with inVe

n Ito athereel, embiguous, and under

'unding

provisions of

d netUre. Howevet,

became my federal assiotente to part of an ormot*mtton presumably

nables that orgeniestim to (shift resources to noneselited

programa, any federal funding could he 'flowed as "supporting"
noncompliance gentless of whether the diecrielnating operetion

raceivad X.daral aid directly.

Me Iav Pre...Grove City

HR. o.

e /Action in necomeary to re
prior connintent and Aon .,_etnndlna

executive Vranaw fiWerpretetion nn rend,
institution-441de upplicati n of thosi-IWs as
preirouslY edurn1etered.1,3

However, the Interpretations by the 28 fedrit ezecutiv
agencies which extend federal financial assistance have nol her been

!'ecamistent." nor "long-standlag." .lnterpretatione hove, in fact,

beau highly inconsistent end irregular, and the nature of these

erpretations ere ID lima A stAte of flux, that no principle le

"long-standing."

22/ The Civil lights Reatorati ction 2(2)
(emphasis, added).



The dee: Inez:Leh Jnt.rpr.tatlona have been

*brood, inatitutlosomide Ia aistlarly sieleading. Although e0s-

interpretations have been coaatru.d by the courts to provide for

isetitutlow.vide coverage, the clear majnrity of court decisions can

be characterised as rowereEecific in their Interpretation of

coverage and fold termination. Numerous federal courts have held

thin the nondiecrisivation provisiona of stetutes coverine

federal1y0fun4ed programs are not institution-wide ln their

application441

ore, The Civil Righte Retoyation Act of 1985

dmee wa but, in fiwt, ;mem t&r hwyendt

(1) the rorrent lev$ (2) the conoenmue interpretation of the lev

prior to the 4rove Cqy. daclaion end, (3) the isjority judicial

determinatlooa uf congreast

If t Intent of COAXtt11 I. to return the let to Whitt it

sea pr.-Crovu City. 6.6. 100 does pot do it.

4 of &donation v. Nell, 456 0.8. 512
Bilitl. _tease v-tavertnent of Health iducation_and

Welfare, 6o 1d 416 (61% Cit., ni), vacated and remanded
1673 (1984); Dougherty County School lyeten v. bell,

694 1.24 78 ( th cu., Wiwi-pc. v. President ea(rillous of
Kergard asUage, 663 Pad 336 (let Cir., 19i1j, cart dablaa,

-111.8. 926 62); Umiversity of Richeacei AN 1017348 P.
Supp. 321 (LD. Va., 1162); Othen v. Ann Arbor ichool Poard,
307 1. Bopp. 1378 (1.D. Mich., mil). auras,' aa other
PO0066,699 7.2d 309 (6th Cir., 1983); 81speon v. Reynolds

629 7.24 1226 (7th Cir., 1980)1 Irmal
r2 260 0th Cir., 1961): and Ischmsai'Ve_americaa

of Clinical Pathologists, 377 F.8014.-1257-(D. N.J.,
Of coarse, the M. Cipriano Court'. prooeuncenent on

in the Grove Cjy decision vas to interpret each
cavern. dt1Aid ternination provisions

am-epecifIc.
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"hert-----11.12.1%rP2IMILETIVwn!!!!!..3421!

(A) Ital_iciras It* aiLakiAL:2911Cay.1121_ant

Althoush this statement has focused largely ou the

negative impacts of The Civil tights 1410toration Act of 1985

on the business community, the Chamber also ill vary cognunt

the bill'. negative potential ito impact on educetionel

Inatitutiona, stele and locAl geVerftbentil, ond private

one of ell type..

Thl 'Opt ta
directinn. It reIn fundamental quention-

appropriate teeth ol the federal

whether federal f

coercive bludgeon In

leap in the wTong

end

er ahould be wielded an a

eIvIl tighte.

700 is big governmen

parochial and highly technical legal problem. Whatever the

'Appropriate reiponse the U.S. Supreme Court shOuld hav hAel

to the drove City case, this reeponse Is legislative overkill

en overreaction which conforms to the premise of those

Advocates *hoe, solution to every perceived problem le sore

government, more regulation, ore litigation, aad more

texpayer dollars.

pr°

H.R. 700 rept ',tote a v_ Seel
n in private and public initltutione .

Polk- ConcerLspit

In may respecta, H.R. 700 also repro.

tutional and individual civil rights and liberties -.

tally in light of the intention" of its proponents to

ct civil right..



Proponents say force pr

rt. &te of come at the expenee of I

into the civil righte of

are compelling and multiple, and it is

short-sighted to perceive a singular interest as conttbiliAg

when to do so threatens the "rights" of those who wish to

end independent colleges, the Integrity of private

inatitutionef--
LS/

the autonomy of religioue orgeniletio

or the economic viability of aall busineneea.

The debate over Grove_city Ilea, at ti ±- _oder the

sacroaant and lir able banner Or "civil rights," featured

a very teal intoletAnce of 014 Many laterttitil 4.flitolV4d. As

Jeremy Rebkin. an Assistant Professor of Government at

Cornell Univeraity vacantly notod, Crow/ City logial Lion

hes gone *a long way toward transforming federal educetion

eld from an engine of opportunity to an intrument

regimentation ...AV (such legislation)

poses grave danger* to tolerance and div.riiIty.4Y

6.1. 700 wt...ld trample the rights of many in the name

of preserving the nab s of some.

Crave City College's '
to maintain its indepande a

a desire

al/ 78 'Civil liibte° Satre,* Jeremy Rabkin, P4ev Perspectives, Ito
OA. Commies!** me Civil lights, tante_ 1983, p.7.

azt Ihid# p. 6.
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Tateinetteee'_Concern per caeINOL.14.-11!t'll.

Institutions

While the Chamber 1. especially _o_ _ n d about the

of applitetion of these statutes to the business

community, it also is concerned shout how broad an impact

.gt=tsay. legislation would have on educationel entitles.

This eeheerti LS *stained hy the fact thatt

Witnesees ars Educators -- MOM employers a
in tEe educatloo l'huiinciie directly or
indirectly, or hive extenelve educational or
training-programs for their employees, er
share with mcademle funding, faculty, or
facintlee for ouch programa an management
seminarø or apprenticeship trainIng;

schools pre Busineeees --. Many educat
instituttotte ars 'harnesses" in the

f the tarm. Furthermore, they may engage
noneducational -hunineseets en cemtue,

providing housing, hook store, restaurant, lattndry
and other auch earvices, °rosy run off-campus
businesses as e. function a their financial
diVersification; and

liChoOls are litrV0 iw business -- Finally,
many colleges and t4tkeroltia47have iesettle
endowments, monies from which are invested
commonly in the private sector. Such
investments might be considered eufficient
nexus to trigger additional civil rithts
coverage to the outside firms under H.R. 700.

ztent _ that coverage of eny or all of these

relationships between business and educational

H institutions is not specifically delineated, the Chamber

. remains deeply concerned. Beyond direct coverage of

busies's.' and coverage achieved thrPueh the catchall

provinces pf H.R. 100, the Chamber also I. troubled ty the

potential for indirect coverage through H.R. 700's

inclusion of educational institutions under its

definition of "program or activity.'



sitsielsecta_tiza!_ritaL.2221Q.L.e_it.amp±.4.11
Rueinessee

The Chember is particularly
concerned about what the

isplicatione of The Civil Rights Restoration Act of 1981
would be for small business;

Healy 90 percent of tha
Chsabor's ere than 180,000 embers are snail buoineesai
employing 100 orlswer mployees. To the extent tbst
H.R. 700 has a catchy title, is superficially very

eppealing, and addresses very real -- and legitimat -
concerns with the Supreme Court's

reve_City decielon, its
pptential impact on business, particularly small business,
may have been obncured. To subject small businesses

the regulatory excemeaa of such extensive requite_ nts
would be especially burdensome end unfair,

Vill. The _Civil _gh f 1985

the Chem d that The Civil Righti

Act of 1981 ii the wrong response to the Grove City

ympathetic to the premise that the Supreme Court's

ated potential inequities.

Tbe Chasbar the support' 5. 272, lbe Civil Right.
Amendments of 1983, Introduced in January by Senators Robert Dole
and Orrin Hatch and supported by the Reagan Administration. We feel
. 272 is an appropriate response to the Grove City decision.
272 woad affect all four civil rights statutes addressed in
700 and would ensure that antlAiscrioAnation coverage of

educational inotitutions receiving federal funding would be
tution-wide, not prograwspecifices

is currently the law In
wake of the Grove_City decision. S. 272 sets such limitations

In a realistic and appropriste manner, so as not to overextend
coverage, _ even uoder an institution-vide application.



The chamber believes that 8. 272 effectively rivereen the

Croy _Cittdecision without tbe,overreach inherent in alternative

°civil righte proposals.

IX. Conclusioe

The Supreme Court'. Orove_City Collage v. Sell decisIon could

have inequitable ramifications. Toward this end, the U.S. Chamber

of Commerce supports legislation which would provide for imple

reversal of this decision. W. believ 8. 272, the

noleAdelaiwtratinn bill, accomplishes thin goal in * fair and

appropriate manner.

The Civil Riehts Restoration Act of 1985, howeve_ a

ioappropristo And unacceptable response to the groVe_CIty decision.

The U.S. Chamber oppoaas H.R. 700/S. 431, The Civil Rights

IR oration Act of 1985, and urges Congres not to enact this

lattice.



The CHAIRMAN. The next witness is Mr. William Taylor, on
behalf of the Center for National Policy Review and the Leadership
Conference on Civil Rights.

Mr. Taylor.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM TAYLOR, ON BEHALF OF THE CENTER
FOR NATIONAL POLICY REVIEW AND THE LEADERS HP CON-
FERENCE ON CIVIL RIGHTS
Mr. TAYLOR. Thank you, Mr. Chairman,
As the Chairman said, I am here basically to respond to ques-

tions that may not have been covered fully in my testimony last
week, and I don't wish to tread on the good will of this committee
by making a lengthy opening statement

I am not going to respond tu the veritable blizzard of objections
that we have heard from some of the witnesses over the past hour,
but I would like to make three brief pointe about the types of criti-
cisme that have been leveled against H.R. 700 and how I think they
ought to be evaluated by the committee.

First, some of the criticisms that you have heard are bailed on a
failure to understand the basic policy reasons underlying the dis-
tinction that has been made between broad coverage, on the one
hand, and narrow or phipointed termination, on the other hand,
distinctions that were made until the Grove City casaIn the Taylor County v. Ruh case, whoee importance, I mi ht

Circuit said thatthe opponents, the Fifth
say, ia acknowledged on every side of this debate ut
which in misconstrued
the reason for pinpoin g any termination of fundaand here I
am quo "MB not for the protection of the political entity
whose funds might be cut off, but for the protection of the innocent
beneficiaries of programs not tainted by prior discriminatory prac-tices."

Now, these reasons for limiting fund termination in no way sup-
port a limitation on coverage.

Institution-wide csverage permita other remediesfor exam
negotiated settlements, injunctions in suits that are brought e
by private parties representing victims of discrimination or by the
Juatiee Departmentand those settlements or suits that result in

unctions terminate the discriminatory practice and not the RowFederal funds.
In the case of those remedies there is no possible harm to an in-

nocent beneficiary, since all that hapj.ens Is a termination of thediscrimination.
Now, Congress understood this, the agencies understood this, thecourts understood it up until the North Haven and Grove Citycases.
And what KR. 700 does is to restore this and point this impor-

tant distinction retaining. I might say, pinpointed termination offunds.
Now, second, some of the criticiam is based either on a misunder-

standing of how the four laws have operated over the years or on afailure to read carefully either those laws or H.R,-1700 itself.
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An example of the first kind of problem is in the suggestion that
was made here by representatives of the Civil Rights Commission
that in defining jorogram or activity"

Ms. BRERY. That is 0012)0 representatives.
Mr. TAYLOR. Some representatives. I apologize to Ms, Berry. I

Lry to be more specific in my references in the future.
That KR. 700 in some way alters the definition of the recipient.
Now, if you read these statutes, it is clear that there are two de.

terminations to be made.
First, is someone, some entity a recipient of federal funds?
Second, if the answer to that question is yes, what is the scope of

coverage of the recipient's operations?
The definition .of "program or activity" in KR. 700 relatos only

to the latter. If someone is not a recipient in the first place, then
the emend inquily is not triggered.

In short, by way of example, a corporate farmer that received
ce eupports is not a recipient now under the law and could not
made a recipient under the program or activity definition of

H.R. 700.
An example of the latter kind of problem, of the failure to read

the bill carefully is, I think, illustrated by the discussion we have
heard from Ms àhavez about any other entities., which she said, if
m notes are co was vague, open-ended and limitless in its ap.
p cation.

Well, it is you read the bill, that the dermition of any
other entities Is limited by the principles established in the first
three subsections. Tluit is what it saye precisel

The alternative, we are not told what the alternative would be. I
assume the alternative would be to try to list every type of entity
that receives Federal funds, water districts, sewer districts, hous
authorities, you could think o,f and then

sge of t is not necessary. That is not really poemb
undertook euch an endeavor, it would inevitab y leave

of entities and you would be faced with more clues-
terpretation than you are faced with right now.

The notion that somehow this was put in here as a kind of sneak
device to expand coverage is simply based on a misreading of the
law.

it ii clear that some of the criticism is directed not at how
rage prior to Greve City, but at the fail-

these laws in the first place to carve
special interests that would permit in-

discrimination even while they were ream

by some fiercely independent col-
yea, and the claim of Mr. Pendleton
ii nondiscrimination regulations when

of Federal assistance .
t the Congress was very careful in

in theee laws, and it did so only when it
values or example, the interest in religious

in that particular instance the
prtünity and opposing discrimination ti

de.



And I would suggest to you, if you listen carefully to the teatime.
ny of some of the opponents of this legislation, you will hear very
distinct echoes of the opposition to title VI in 1963 and to the stat-utes that succeeded it.

You will hear that the laws are an invaeion of States' rights,
hat they are an invasion of rights of private property, and I wouldeet to you that Congrees has adiressed these questions andt not to addrese them again now,

y the same token, the real quarrel of some of the critics is notwith the coverage of the law but with the substantive requirements
of the laws themselves. And Mr. Jones was very frank in thatstatement.

This bill has nothing at all to do with the subetantive requim
manta of the law, with affirmative action, with school desegrega-tion remediee, with abortion, or with other mutters,

And I might say parenthetically that the decision of the District
Court here in the 13istrict of Columbia ease this week waa not adecision that invalidated race conscious action. In fact, the court
specifically embraced the necessity for race conscious action. It
merely said that one aspect of the plan, in the court's view, waa animproper aspect of the plan.

But all of that to one side, this is net the forum for that. If
to take on this issue, and obviously they do, we are

e it on in an appropriate forum, and this is not it.
Chairman, that the proponents of this bill have anobligation to level with this committee and to say what their underetending of the bill is, what it would do, to answer your ques-tions as fully and frankly as they can.

By the same token, I think the opponents have an obligation toevel with this committee, as well, and I think if you listen to the
testimony, what you have heard from Mr, Pendleton and Ms.Chavez is that they would not restore pre-Grove City coverage atall. Indeed, they would leave matters where they are, and thenthey would carve out some new exemptions to the law, exemptions
that never existed before.

But I think people ought not, under the guise of saying this billis overreaching, take on arguments in which they are saying that
they don't like the laws themselves, but they are not acknowledg-

klY.
nclu1on, Mr, Chairman, there is no doubt, I think, in any-body's mind that the simple justice that President Kennedy calledfor in asking for title Vi's passage in 1963 has turned out to bequite complex.

I think the proponents, the sponsors of the bill and all of themembers of the committee are to be commended for the way inwhich they have taken the matter seriously and grappled with thenumerous technical inuell with which you have been preeented,
But at bottom, the limuee remain one of simple Justice, whetherthere is any set of values that overrides the national polir ofequality of opportunity for all citizens and whether the Federal

Government ought to be obstructed in the performance of its obli-gations to assure the taxpayers' money does not subsidize discrimi-tion.



I think if v1wed in thoee terms, _the Congress will paw H.R. 700
without Wendmente. e have come too far along the
road to removing the debilitating (Weds of discrimination from the
lives ofpeople with the aid of there laws to turn back now.

Thank you very much.
The Civanuart. Thank you.
[Prepared atatement of INilliam L. Taylor follow/1j
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PIMPARIO S trrMrur or WILIAM.. L. TATIAIR ON IIV1A1P or MK NTS11. PON NA-TIONAL POLICY RrVIEW, CAmoue thontkorry Sot
Nor Lor*e,t-a ar Civil ..Riturni LAW ANC' TOIR LSAMIR,

Chairmen and members of the Committeeeo

My oeme le Williem b. Taylor end I serve es director of the

Center for HatlOnet Policy Review, a civil _ighto reeearCh and

advocacy group affiliated with Catholic University bay School.

I appear here tOdAY Oh b4halt of the Center and the Leadership

Conference on Civil Righti, the coalition of 165 c Lvll rights,

uflt
Rights Restoration Act of 19AS (1,14. 700) Itu pri-

mary legislative objective this year .

labor, religious and civic organizations that hat+ Made

y testimOny, t wi on experience I have had ov

t a quarter of si century with laws and policies designed to

prevent discrimination in the uio of federal fundo, As General

Counsel end Staff Director of th4 U. S. Commission on Civil

Rights in 400 1960.0 1 helped to document discriminatory prec

by institution* that received federal fund' and later

worked with federal agencies charged with implementation of

Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of I9 In the development of

their policies and regulations.

I appreciete both the opportu 4ty to t5itify and the

ershiti that haft been provided over the years by the chairmen

ublime of both committees in the protection of constitutional

and civil rights*

My teeticony today is for a

cr_ticisas of S.R. 700 that have *risen since ite tntrodptt

Rouse on January 24* MS* While I ma prepored to state

the eositive came of R.R, 700, I _nov that in the course of your



hearing hero and eround the country you hevo hoard

Oony abdut why the lelieletidm le 0D vitally needo

Ptuteetiehe of jaw to people who still su f

10, et4 purposes of this testimony.

Cos* and go directly to the criticisms.

1, This dlatInctinn,hetweon covere-e and torminetti

Much of the criticism of H.S. 700 stemn (tom

the critics to IWO A Crucial distinction he wean t!

et timwt4. coverage provided for in 6

,
Right Act of I64 nd its counterpart otetut

reach of the t fund* Sanction prcvldsd fc

Section 602 of the Act and other

Until n s. cases after)

dressed the question of program pecificity in Noithu.

stiam.s110 v. p0A, 456 U.S. 512. In 1982, and then decided .

Grove City csse in 1984, the dietinCtion wee clear both

administretive practice of federal departments and elen

etas chariot, vith implementinq the laws and in the decisions of

thoe. federal courts that considered the issue. See, e.g., um

: litro_i_ieggsatt v. Hecklrr. 702 P.2d 5490 561 (5th Cir.

)1aficr v. Temple litivirtity, 688 ir.2a 14 (3td Cir. 1982 )j Wright

V. 520 Polupp. 769 (C.O. Pa. 15811, MO v.

Dnivetwity of _Illinois. 508 F.Su 48, 850 (M.D. III. 1981)i

Planoman v. Pra.i4.tof GeOtmetOvo_ College, 417 P.8upp. 177,

(D D.C. 19761. In other cases, broad institution-v

Court fi.
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coverage wee simply .e.s,d Yor *sample, when thu Supreme Court

held in MO, that the oap.rt..nt of Realth, education and

Wel(ers had authority under flUe VI to require school districts

o eddreas the longuage neuds of foruiqn speaking tudente. the

Court did not suggest in any +ay that theeu lanjuuqs nesda must

be eddranosed oniy in theme *prograes° or a school opiates tnat

received federal asaistance. See, h4g V. N10040 414 u.a. 56).

y artcr the Court euggisted In diet&

,411,,A an Idenitty of construction between

ination seetiOne of Title Ik that some red

rowly construing the °overages ptOVIOLOnO

I1111211kUallt4l V. 696 P,26

coverage and term-

COOrtO bele

'mutes. lee,

Cir. 1902).

coal* the crinfue on created by woetn,naven which led

stetter. OroVe City result that H.R. 700 is designed

thie confusion still villas in the Ai

t hy their relience 00 ROard oi Public

V findh. 414 F.2d 106S (Sth Cir.

ale supporting the concept of narrow coverage.

if sleet definitely stands for the proposition

pent,'

411 broad.

ination must be,narrow and pinpointed to the funds

pport disetiOination. !Wally as dfinitely, Taylor

ode for the prOposition that coverage yeller the laws

in explaining the reasionS for thu s. distinction. the

COvrt noted that the limitation on fungi termination in Section
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$02 "was

funds niq

for the protection of the political entity wh

be cut off, but for the protection of the innocent

beneficiaries 9f programs not tainted by discriminatory prac-

tices.' 414 r#2d 1075.

Thies* reasons for lisitlnq fund tormination in

port a limitation In covorngs. Inetitution-wlde coverage w-

elts other remsdlos such As negotiated setzlements or injunc-.

tieing (in suits brought by victims of discrimination or the

norortment of 400t1ce) thot would tsrminst. the diecr

practic*, not th* flow of fonersi -de. In the case of such

remedies, there is no possible hsrm to "innocent beneficiaries."

Accordingly, the distinction mod* between broad coverage' and

ow termination:is support*, not simply by legislative his-

tory and prior administrAtive an4 judicial practice, but by

sound reasoning and sensible policy as well. As the Third

Circuit aoncludod In NAACP v. Wilmington Medical Contero

I)* the inert that there pro-
**Incite_ i$402)_stand as a'limita-
tion, they limit only Uwe power of
agOnatOr [to diefundl, and they in
noway undermine.the breadth Of the
underlying principle of non-dis-
criminatiOn. (Citing danatora Casa
and Rulab01,,,110 Cong. Leo. at 5254,
$5$2). TO read ($502) as a limita-
tion on tho very rights that are
protootod by'the Frivolous faction
would violate this principle lof
complementary and harmonious inter-
pretation of statutory provisions),
and would also traduce elemontary
canons 0F 109in (Citation omitted).
559 F.2d 1247, 1254 and n. 27
(1979).

i
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The au

nous,. h

lititi.a0tn-wide veree. Rome ctitics have ClaiMed that the

Outlet- itutIon ln H.R. 700 of the wOrde 'assiatence whtch flUp

whether H.R. 700 is drafted preiuely

fund termination while reatOrin9 in-

pOrtma

torsi_ elation aitIona of tho original statutee would som

broadi.4an the reach of he t.rslnattnn nation. To the contrary,

the e, lrfect 0f this change la to avoid cnfusLon atliAt the mean-

ir the term 'program" which could lead to a more vesKansiVe

4nn of fund terminati0n. Th4 1.4fiq )00 i8 al-

most ttlentiaal t that uard in H.P. ct yemti, language

which received a narrow interpretation in the tIonso report and

in st4matommonts made by Senate sponsors. It is rtjua taken

reCt130, from Taylor _County v. POO. (414 f.2d at

SSW, in th4 words of Senator Cranston on 5. 4 e Senate

emsipart to P.R. 700) "(t)he statutory scheme would thus re-

=:he basic concept of 'pinpointing', that le, Ileiting the

omwatiOn of funds to those funds which have a specific nexus

discrimination that la found.'" Cong. Pee., rob. 7, 1985

7301.

anquage about °program or part thereof" ln the

2. is) _ _ftr= under t4.R. _700.

her criticises of H.P. 700 have been leveled At the

i34finitions of tha concept ot 'institution...gide coverag, .

or, it vas said by som that H.P. 5490 was not

this year come of the same crItics are saying
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that ii.e. 700 is tOo apelike an4 in Vaymmm they do not like.

In this connsCUofl1rtLculer tt,ntt ion hse been tortured

on 0 0ctiQn ) end ottiiructtone which rimstetn that 'the term

IprOgrab or activity' NOM ell of the Opsempretionli Of 01 0

corporation, partnershipor other privatise* organisation...any

part of which is estenalederel ftnsn&i e0istance.'

Critica of this provilion ay vfitiolhamtly that thia doom not

conform tO their unders0M1ng Of prior liamew, that coverag_ of

ChrpOratione doe& nOt be limitedt0 in the same way thet

Coversgc or orate lad latil poliCrnmeAt 1 (Lo Uc dcpurtornt or

racitivihg ion4e)104t Some corpurwaiwtiona tirrepiva wOry

limited federal aseistel(eogi. only groMlintO under the Joh

Training and Partnerehlpht) and would bosom prepared to give up

those grants rather thancanform to onercuats civil rights re-

Prnt, as to prioremage, it is tc=rue that the question

of corporate cOverage Minot rocs ved theta eiteneive

in csae law that has bengiven to other t=lripes of institutions,

el., public school myelin The reason =or this is that, by

and larme, problems or krimination in ...hmo corporate area are

employment problems rathrthan dieoriminmmation in the extension

of services. In tomployonta both IlmitetLi.,ons in the provisions

song of the federel Wing statutes (ftWo.q., $604 which limits ,

TAU, VI coverage of empliment to fordcrs programs where emr-

plOyment I. a pr Mary COOtivre) and theme availability of other
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* uch as Title vli of the 1q64 Aot And Masoutive Order

11246 dealing with government Contractors, has meant that there

hae not been extensive Application of the fUnding altat=,

vortheless, cases that have eddr..ssd the issue directly

or indirectly support the COncept of corporate-vide coverage.

Solo ar9ttrit-.V0ndoril v. 1111n014 Oulf ,CantrAl_

A.44rOdd, 579 r.Supp. 574 (M.O. Ill, 198)), PlAKOIS V. Al4h/A_

Ment,1 Health Board. 297 P.Uupp

Convtrxely, CAMIA cilAt_

on ifview that Oection 504

298 (M.D. Ala. 1969).

thtt- v.fty

-6 Act ot 1.

Ica

does not cover employment at All, A view repudiated by the

OuproMe Court in Coneolidated Reil_CorPoretinn v. DrrOne, 104

S.Ct. 1248 (1904).

rirthe, in one area wheie there have b

problems of service discriminationhospitals and health fact

iitiOS.*..it is My understanding thAt prior edminietra

has not made any distinction between publiC and private corpo-

rate bodies. In both ituations, corporations are covered in

their ntirety. See NAACP V. W1lminet00 Medical Center, um.
Second, I believe that the provision for corporate-wide cover-

supported by experience in analogoue areee Of law as well

44 by sound policy considerations.

441 thie Committee knows, Executive Order 11246 iS corpo-

rate-wide in its coverege. Even if only one plent or facility
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of a corporation with operations all over the nation reCeivee a

federal cOntraet. all Of the operation. of the corporation are

subject to the requiremente of the Order.

ly

f ci

why only th

private beepitel corporatIon w-;-; health

und the nation it le very difficult to understand

ty that received federal aneietanae ehould be

required to meet the basic requirement of treating patients in a

nondiacriMinatory manner.

In fact, I do not know of any we n that

woo 4*AL to have two 4*L-4 of po uee--

tame.

Ottuflity et ita facii ties theit roe

diacrimination

which do not receive such se istance.

e prOpomed that a distinct

and another which po_

en

amnia-

be iaeds not between

physically separate piants or facilities but between the varying

functions of a single corporsiton, the Arguments against parsing

COrpOrete-wid0 cOVerege seem to me to be at least equally Cori,*

polling. Juet s private Miley!. that receiVOS tudent aegis..

tante in its finance office should not be free to discriminate

in ath department, so a privatiyorpor

aid in iti geriatrics department should not be fret to discr

inate in its operating rooms or ite pediatrics department.

Third, while analogies in thie area ire necessarily lopro-

it is not correct to say that private bueinesses are being

subjected to broader or more onerous regulation than state or

local governments.

n that receives
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It should be noted that many major buainqen enterprises in

this country are conducted through A multiplicity of corpora-

tion*. H.R. 700 le ne Way eeeks CO treat such an enterprise as

a unity. Ryon where a corporation Ia a wholly-owned subaidiary

of anoth.r corporation, or has interlocking boarde of directors

or other indicie of control, H.P. 700 does not reach beyond the

formal bounderies of the corporation that le receiving federal

aesistance.

Nor to my knowledge haa anyone made a persuasive argument

rOleut why, when n pb1ic chool ayetem or a largo university

with multiple hits* and f4Oilittee ahould be treated es a unity,

corporation with multtpl. _item and facilities should not.

Fourth, the claim that some corporations would forego fed-

eral easistance rather than subject themselvea to additional

civil rights reguireuents is mot a new ono. Even since Title VI

was first proposed In the early 1960s it has been said that in-

Oilstone* On attaching civil rights reguiremente tc federal

grante would resultin hem to the very people whom the law was

intended tO benefit--the poor end disadvantaged. Ifsperience has

proved thil contention wrong. The progress we have seen in edu..

on, health, housing and many other areas ovet the past twenty

years has come because in the end recipients of federal funds

Wee ar,?ted both,the fund& and th. obligat on to treat people

lirly. It is hard for me tO bil ve that in 1905. corporations
,

Concerned abut the need for fuller dovlopment of human reeources

1307
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or ways to improve produclivtty would participm e in

programa designed to achieve nuCh gOa la bocauen they are w7e-
guired to troat people fairly and witbout diecrimination.
also incorrect to gay that the bureaucratic obligations oint.

Title VI, Title IX, Section 504 and Me Age Discrlmlnatiors Act
are onerous. The aseurances of compl lance and periodic rr_7-porte
that are called for under agency regulations are far lose bur-
densome then those of oi ler statutes or executive poliCietz

e.g., tha goal* nnd tlm teble requirements of Executive Or-rlor
11246 which call tor ccrporate aelf-analyres and the propai
of very detailed afirmative action plains,

If, so has been nuggeated, the problem lien in in-
vestigations by different federal agencies of a corporatio-rs
balled on the seas underlying complaint., it Seemn to me thas-t the
antiwar lice nbt In reetricting coverage but in clamping do,wleri on
bureaucratic alpractLoa. Civil rights groups do not want
lee corporations herr/lased or acarce deral ronourcee for civil
rights nferctrment wasted. We would ha glad to cooperate 'with
members of thia Committee and representatives of the busiomxse
eeseunity in smashing an end to any duplication in inforcemmeent
that can be j6entlft.d.

finally, one largely un oncern on the

part of corporations is tha obligation they would have undarm-

504 not to discriminate througlhout their operatiortaa on
the basis of handicap. Hero, the conceern Li not about
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duplication mince there are few other lawe barring discrimina-

tion against disabled people, and corporal one are not forbidden

under federal atatutee from discriminating againat diaabled

people unloos the corporations are federal contractors or receive

federal assistance. Rather, the problem is that some businennes

concerned about the costa that would be entailed In coming

into compliance with the law, Coate they have not aanumed no far

if they believe themselves to be exempt in part of their upera -

Thin Committee hoe heard and will hear testimony from

people far more expert Lhal I on legal teuo Ling dlaaldwd

people. I would pay only that ln requiring only that "reanona-

ble acco modatIon" be made in providing employment and accessi-

ble services, Congreee and the Executive branch have been sensi-

the need to avoid undue coots in the extension of righte.

Thsr have been few complainto on the part of institutions such

olleges that acknowledge they are fully covered that the law

has been adminiatered in a draconian way. If there are such

problems, I would suggest that the way to resolve them is in re-

_vision' of substantive reguletions regarding reaSonable accom-

modation, rather than arbitrary exemption' from coverage. Ulti-

mately, the nation will benefit by policies which permit disa-

bled people, as well as minoritien, women and older Americans to

lop their talents and contribute to their full potential.
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Several witnesaes in these hearinge have addreaued or will

addreao their testimony to other objectiona that have been raiaed

to R.R. 700. Go I will not dell with these iseues unlace re-

quested by the Committee to do art. I would °beery*, however,

that if the Committee reviews those criticising it will find that

Many Of them are directed not to the amendmente designed to ra-

ore the four statutes to pre-Grove City etatun but to the very

beats of the laws theme Ivan.

In the

nen to etete and local governmentn can be heard nchoen

of the statue' righ 4" elailta that were made againot pao ayei of

Title VI in 1964.2/ In argument; that _xempti_ not currently

innt departmont or i y-wido covorago

1. On. example ic the teatimony of Assistant Attorney General
Reynolds that such coveraget

(01pns the way for the ftrat timi
for a nonfunded activity of a state
agency in Northern California, for
example, to be subject to federal
compliance reviews of some other,
unknown and wholly unrelated, fund-
ed activity of that same state
agency that 18 going on in Southern
California. Reynolds testimony at
9-10.

Thie statement is factually incorrect and exhibits a peculia
understanding of the role Of stated in our federal system. In-
deed it appears to go beyond sn assertion of states' right; to
lead for "bureau° or "office rights." Or rhaps mr. Reynolds
_ merely reviving the old proposal that California be split irl

__ two states.
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innd in Any of the four laws ahOuld be carved out fo

ly independent colleges° or other private institutions

can be heard echoes of the "private property" rights claims that

wore made agsinet the 1964 Act. The short answer should be that

institutions that so value their independence should abetein

from any reliance on federal fonds. In a real sense, some op-

pOnents Aro seeking to convert the debate about the Civil Rights

Reatoration Act into a referendum About the desirability of the

a theme. vea. while civil rights groups have not ,zught such

a referendum cOnernnF:

y the wisdom of the deeinione it has Mad Mince 1964 in

-peosing the lawn.

Conclusion

Mr. Chairman, there can be no doubt that the "simple j

tice that President Kennedy asked in 1963 in calling Cot pas-

sage of Title VI hes become quite complex. The Committees are

to be commended for grappling with the numerous technical iseues

presented to them. Rut, at bottom the issue remains one of slop.

ple juitce--whether any other set of values overrides the ne-

tional policy of equality of opportunity for all citizens and

whether the federal goVernment should be obstructed in the per-

forManCe of its obligation to assure that taxpayers" money does

-not Subsidize diScrimination.

If viewed in these tares, I am optImistic that Congress

will pass H.R. 700 without weakening amendments. We have come

ng the rOad toward removing the debilitating effects

discrimination froM the lives of people to turn back now.
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The Ceram AN. The final wknems hi Mr. Lowell Johnston, of the
NAACP Legal Defense Fund.

STATEMENT OF LOWELL JOHNSTON, NAACP LEGAL DEFENSE
FUND, INC.

Mr, JOHNEMON. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, I am going
to be very brief.

We have not submitted written comments, in part because we
are fully in accord with the statements that have been prepared by
the Leadership Conference and by Mr. Taylor of the Center at
Catholic University and we join in those comments, and we under-
stand that they will be supplemented within the next few days,

It is hard for methis is my first opportunity to appear before a
committee such as this, and it is really hard for me to understand
the kinds of extremes in the statement,' that are being made ablut
this particular bill and about things in general.

I had particular trouble understanding the threat that has been
described by Mr. de Bernardo to the businese community.

But in any event, what I would like to emphasize, and I will be
very brief, is that I think what is at stake hero in not so much the
right that is guaranteed by title VI, for example, in this legislation,
although there is no gainsaying the importance of it, what we are
talking about here is an essential enforcement tool that was de-
signed early in the days of the civil rights movement to accomplish
the rights that were deecribed in the Constitution,

That is, there is really a three part system to the enforcement of
these rights.

You have the private sector that can enforce title VII, title VI to
a certain extent, although that in still in dispute, the Civil Righte
Act of 1866, numeroua private rights. Private rights of actiors exist
under the Constitution to enforce those rights.

Secmid, you have the systems with the 1964 act that authorizes
action by the Attorney General, and up until the present adminis-
tration there is no estimating the reig impact that those efforts
had.

The third part, and this is what is most critical of all, is the en
forcement machinery that was set up under title VI that is sought
to be reatored through this legislation.

It would have been impossible, it would have been impossible for
the extensive, for example, school desegregation or desegregation
at the level of higher education to have been accomplished without
the efforts of the-Federal buraaucracy in that effort,

The Justice Department could not have done it., the private
sector could not have done it, groups like ours, private attorneys
working the area could not have accomplished it. Those things
would not have been accomplished.

There is a whole new generation of issues that have to be ad-
dressed in education, in housing, which han not really been ad-
dressed at all over the pt . 20 years, and numerous other areas .

Taking an example, there was recently an article, a series of arti-
st Dallas newspapers about the extent of federally subsi.

housing segregation throughout the country.

312
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Now, If thin legislation does not pass, for example, if we Identify
a problem of segregation in public housing in Albuquerque, NM
and file a complaint under tit e VI, with the restrictive interpreta-
tion we are talking about here only that complaint would be inves-
tigated. Only the particular facility that you are trying to address,
that the individuni is trying to address in that complaint would be
reviewed by the agency.

There would not be the acrese-the-board investigation into hous-
discrimination which was identified as being important by

th Green at the time this title VI was first passed.
That essentially eviscerates the effectivenese of the statute. It re-

moves an essential remedy to something like housing discrimina-
tion. It maker; it impossible to make that kind of a dream come
true for an individual in New Mexico.

There can be countless examples of things like that that would
happen in the absonse of some across-the-board approach involving
the Federal Government in trying to address these problems.

Thank you very much.
The CHAIIIMAN. Thank you.
This hearing la the concluding one in a series of hearings that we

have had, both here in Washingon and across the country, and it
would seem to the Chair that after listening to all of the testimony
that what is actually involved here is the 1964 Civil Rights Act.
Some individuals accuse the sponsors of H.R. 700 of overextending
the reach of the law beyond pre-Grove City, when in actuality they
seem to be. appearing in opposition to the 1964 Civil Rights Act
which they apparently objected to, then and now, and rather would
like to preserve the itht to discriminate by those entities receiving
Federal assiatance, which after all, is what H.R 700, is designed to
prevent

I would think that their support of the Dole bill is one of the
meet dangerous situations in which they could find themeelves.
This Congress, if it sought merely to confine the interpretation to
educational activities, would undercut completely all of the other
statutes contained in H i.R. 700, and perhaps even n the education-
al field itself.

I can perhaps understand the chamber of commerce, because I
think they are forthright in their position in that they also opposed
the 1964 act, and all of the acts subsequent to that, including the
1972 amendment; which I recall rather vividly became I was heavi
ly involved in that particular activity as a member of the Educe-

on and Labor Committee.
So, their opposition has been consistent, and perhaps from the

point of view of doing everything possible to protect against addi-
tional paperwork, I suppose on that basis alone you might say that
there is some rationalization.

However, I find the rationalizations of the Ovil Rights GOMM'S.
sion, and its members, who pledge to uphold the civil rights policies
of the Nation as conceived under both Republican and Democratic
administrations, very hard to understand, and it la frightening that
such an agency would object to this simple restoration and use, in

opinion, the most horrible examples that are clearly very diM-
to even conceive of, used to rationalize their opposition.
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Mr. Pandloton, in your r -Memont, on page 4, you refer to severe
examples whe e you lummest that, for example, enrolling students
in educational institutions who themselves receive Feder I student
aid should not, in a sense, taint the university in such a way as to
Invoke coverage of these le--aws. You also refer to coverage of super-
markets,

Now, In both instariett, current law and regulations, do cover
them, Lea take the exam le of atudent aid to a university, or even
the Grow City case, itself. . e court in Grove City was not troubled
by this Initial coverage oussestion, whereas you mom to be troubled,
by the fact, that enrollirssag those students in those institutions
would trigger coverage unciller H.R. 700.

Is that the position thnt you take in behalf or the Civil Rights
Commission?

Mr. Pssournme. Well, I underetand from your preliminary re-
marks how you could grub that position, remarks about us uphold-
ing the clvli rights laws 1, st want to say in the beginning, we are
up1417114s the nyu righte 1.---A-vws and will do ao.

The CHAIRMAN. Now, I ere= talking about a statement from your
statement

Mr, Peanarron. I am couning now to the statement. The point I
am making here is that have no problem with the broad cover-
ge. What we are talking a....i..bout is if you don't receive any money

I think since Grove Cit.r lusicts been decided, institutions hase given
up on Pell grante and givomx up, for that matter, on guaran stu-
dent lean

So, in A sense, Grove Ci really ien't a problem anymore. They
have deckled to Just abdicesete out of the whole arena.

And what we are saying-7. here is that there is broad coverage of
the institutions!, as we halsare said before, and to keep the lawe as
they are to pinpoint the couwerage .

en we did have seesaw Wecussion in our statement with re-
to the indirect aid talat a school gets, and we were talking

ut the fact if someone peseta indirect Ric' and gets that from some-
one else and uses that for ams particular purpose, then we have some
p_roblen with that, and I themink that is what we are talking about in
that statement on page 4.

The CHAIRMAN. What cltistinction do you make between direct
and Lndirect, and what le t=he explanation for your statement that
enrolling students who recaseive Federal student aid should not fed-
eralize the institution? Tlasst seems to be the issue that you are
dealiwfth.

ENDLETON. What I am saying is that if the student gen, a
teed student loan thenat is not supplied by the institution, we

on't really see the need to cover that
The CHAIRMAN. Well, le-'11 say the student receives a Pell grant

or BEM aid, which was prz.-ecisely the Grove Cif?, situation. Do you
believe the institution ehoaTid be covered institutson-wide?

Mr. Pannwron. No.
The CHAIRMAN. Yir tell I thamought that was your impression.
Mr. PENDLETON. Institutic=n-wide in term of coverage, we
The CHAIRMAN. Do you ttlinink it should be confined specifically to

that part of the institution that directly receives the grant, and, in
that Instance, only the Pedral aid office?



Mr. PRNINXT101, Yes
The CHAIRMAN. Well, lot ask you another question, n you

have been so candid. Your candor ha* really placed you on a path
of a very restrictive interpretation, and also placed the Commission
in a position of disagreeing with even the court in the Grove City
case.

You would thee, I ae.kume, tolerate, discrimination against
female athletes of an educational inatitution so long as the Federal
amistance went only to the science department, or would sanction
a hospital's policy of not treating black.s and Hispanics in its emer-
gency facility so long as the aid went only to its cancer research
activity?

Mr, PeNoizroN. I think it is clear that there are other statutes
that begin to cover that. I think--

The Ctiantssmi. That is not the queetion.
Mr. Pmem.rreni. Maybe I don't understand your question, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. I am asking you. and I will repeat it specifically:

Would you tolerate diacriminstion noinst female athlotew of an
educational institution so long as the Federal assistance went only
to the science department, or a hospital's policy of not treatin
blacks and Hispanics in its emergency facility so long as the al
went only to its cancer research activity?

Mr. PINDLRION. Well, certainly I don't tolerate discrimination,
but I think the way you put the queation limits, in a serum, the
answer to this point, that there are other statutes that begin to
cover that, and I think that if you don't receive the financial aid
directly, I think I am being consistent about the coverage. But I
don't tolerate discrimination in this case.

What I am really saying is that there are other ways to cover
that, and I thinit we have said that in our testimony.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, you are not really.answerhig the question.
Let me ask another member of the Commission the same question
with respect to whether or not the Civil Rights Commission's view
is that of Mr. Pendleton or that of Ms. Berry? I think that is fair
enough.

MS, BMW. Well, the majority view is that of Mr. Pendleton,
ince 5 to 8 they voted in favor of his position which, as you point

out, is narrower than even the Supreme Court decision, which is
Commiasioners Guess, Ramirez and I dissented.

ut what I wanted to point out, Mr. Chairman, the Chairman of
the Commission said that there is another statute that covers the
situation involving_students.

Commissioners Guess, Ramirez and I are not aware of any stat-
ute and I am not aware, based on my enforcement in these agen-
cies, I am not aware of any other study, which ia why I think the
Congress passed the statute which passed this particular one.

But I would be interested in knowing what that statute is,

Well, whether there III one or not., the question
does the Civil Rights Commission favor the law

or whether it upholds the pre-Groue City view of the
Act of 1964? I think that goes to the heart of the prob.

ua; whether they believe that an entity which receives
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Federal aesWance in only one of lie parte, should permit the r of
the entity to discriminate.

Now, if that is the position of the Civil Rights Commission today,
then God save the country. I cannot really get to the bottom of this
question because there seems to be some indecision.

However, the same Commission members aro quick to say that
H.R. 700 overreaches and attempts to do something which is con-
trary to what the law and the regulations were pre-Grove City,

TAYLOR, Mr, Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Taylor.
Mr. TAYLOR. If I might Just add, there is no other statute that

prevents discrimination on the basis of sex in athletic programs in
colleges and universities that receive Federal funds. There is no
other statute that prevents discrimination against disabled people
by corporations that receive Federal aasistance unless those corpo-
rations happen to be Federal contractors.

So, I don't think that witnessee can stand here and tell you today
that you don't need to reform these laws because there are other
statutes that take care of the problem.

The CHAIRMAN, Well, I was hoping that Mr. Pendleton might
veal those other statutes.
Mr. PINDLEVON. Let me be clear, what we are saying in oar

statement, and I underetand why there Is so much confusion
when you mentioned about hospitals and hospitals receiving re-
search grants, surely they have some statutes that cover that re-
march grant. There is no problem with that. You mentioned about
cancer research.

What we are saying in this statement is that the institutions
should receive broad coverage but pinpoint the cutoff of the money,
We never said there shouldn't be broad coverage. Isn't that what I
said?

Ms. Bmte. Mr. Chairman, the--
The CHAIRMAN. That is not what your statement says., Mr. Pen-

dleton.
Mr. PINDUITON. Unless it was indirect aid, Mr Chairman. I am

sorry.
The CHAIRMAN. We will let your statement stand the way it is,

because I think it shows really what the problem is all about
Mr. PeNnteroN. Mr. Chairman. I have been very uncleer here .
t me be as clear as I possibly can with this statement and try to
myself out of this hole that I put myself in, because I ain really
t.

t the--
The CHAIRMAN. Well, Just tell us the truth about the Civil Rights

Commission.
Mr. Pr.Nntrrow. We believe what we Plaid. We believe there

should be broad coverage in this Instance, as we talked about
before, but there should be pinpointing of the re

Ma. BERRY. No, it says coverage.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, that part is OK.
Mr. PENDLETON. Except for the indirect aid, t



The CHAIR N. Now, what do you mean tiy indirect nid7 Will
you describe +hat you mean by indirect aid? Du you mean a Pell
grant, for example? Is that covered?

Mr. PitNewroN. That is not indirect aid, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. III a BEOG grant?
Mr, Pormarrost, No, sir.
The CHMRMAN. That is not indirect? That is direct aid?
Mr. Pastazrotl. That is direct aid.
The CHAIRMAN. Lo that your statement, then, was misleading

when you said
Mr. Prim nom. The indirect aid we are talking about like the

guaranteed student --
The CHAIRMAN. That entities should not he federnlized by enroll-

ing student* who thenmeivee hove rvveived Federal student aid,
that exempts all theme other--

Mr. PeNm.rroe. We are really talking, sir, about private institu-
tions, we are talking about the broad coverage, we are Liking
about pinpointing the remedy, and we are talking about indirect
ald in this case, that that should not be a part of this. That is all
we are really saying.

The CHAIRMAN. Well you are almost agre-ninv with H.R. 700,
then.

Mr. PaNDLZION. Well, I am not so sure that I am, eir,
Mc Benny. Mr . rhtiionan, may I say that Commissioners Rami-

rez and Guess at.d I dissented from the Commikoilon's statement
which was voted on and approved on March 6, 1985, and which has
been entered here for the record, and which was the subject of the
Chairman's testimony that you have just been readina from, and
that statement, pwsed by the majority of the Commas on, and we
dissented from It, says ln our view a private institution seekin
and receiving direct Federal financial assistance should be cov
only in the program or activity that actually receives and uses
such assistance. That is what it we.

We hold this view for the same reason we object to any coverage
of so-called indirect Federal aid. Now, that statement is there and
we, in factand then it goes on to w, therefore, those parts of a

te entity not receiving Federal aid should not be federalized
coverage under these Federal civil rights statutes.

Now, that is a statement that we dissented from, and on the
plain language of the statement, Mr. Chairman, which has been en-
tered in the record, what you see is en acknowledigement that re-
oeiving Federal fOnde in one program or activity does not provide
for coverer., which is lees than what the Supreme Court said
Grove City. That is what I diseented from.

The CHALIMAN. Wells that statement seems to ab ia conflict with
t Mr. Pendleton has said this afternoon, and that is the reason

to c it for the record.
I think, Mr. Chairman, you have done a good job

rd. I am only saying that when we talk
on believes that there shotrd be dif-

a public and private entity with to
we were very clear about that, and I stand
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The CHMKMAN. Weil, do you deny t you made this
afternoon and stand by thin stutement?

Mr. PeNoutrote. I etand by this siAtl'ment, sir tiuti I read this
afte. noon,

The CHAIRMAN, All right. Mr. Bartlett.
Mr. Bnim.rrr. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have questions for several qf you. Firat, for the Chamber of

Commeme.
I wonder if you could tell us precieely, in the area of coverage of

a corporation, partnership or similar entity that would be covered
by this, which WUA the subject of some of yew testimony, Do you
support a law, whether it no this one or existing law or a change in
the law, in which that particular program would be covered by
these four statutee, the program that is the recipient of that Feder .
al aid? Is dist what you are telling.ue that you support, that that
recipient would be tubject to the pinpoint remedy, so that reclpi .
eats are covered by this and would have those funda eliminated if
they discriminate? And the diapute le where you would draw the
line around the termination?

Mr. DS BERNARDO. That is absolutely right.
Mr. BAkruirr. How would you construct a change to H.R, '700 in

drawing that line?
Mr. DR Braman°. Well, our concern in terms of the acope of cov-

erage is exactly how broad this is. We don't think that there are
parameters set at all.

In terms of which is something that POMO of the
sponsors of this 1 lotion have talked about, that recipient, the
definition of "recip ant" goes unaltered, we feel that the issue of

hat recipient is would be moot in lieu of section 909 of H.R. 700.
And, in fact, when you talk about all of the operation* of, any

of which is extended Federal financial assistance within sec-
909, that in fact is the definition of "program or activity." In
what you have is the definition of "recipient" that goes

ugh paragraph 1 through 4.
Now, there are several ways that corporations can be brought in.

One is under paragraph B. Another is under what we consider to be
a very broad catchall paragraph, paragraph 4.

I am not sure exactly where to draw the lines on
Mr. BARIIATL Let me ask you in layman's terms
Mr. DS BERNARDO, OK,
Mr. Baxnxrr. And then I believe I will probably aak Mr. Taylor

this same question, as to his opinion.
If a corporationand let's take a large one, General Motorshas
lant somewhere in the country and that plant has a JTPA, a
Training Partnership Act contract with the De ent of

Labor, you are contending that this bill, the way it is rafted, H.R.
700, would trigeer corporationwide coverage for the entirety of the
corporation, and you are opposed to that. Is that

eig BERNARDO, That is absolutely right, and I think that is
nterpretatlon that this provhdon lends itself to .

ould you be in favor of drsfting a bill that
then, so if that plant wore to idiscrimina
be the elimination of the JTPA Binds from



Mr. DIE IltaNAkilo. That is correct. In fact, I think that in terms
of a program-specific application, that im what we are looking at
getting at.

Mr. BARTUNTh So, the Chamber would favor n pinpoint remedy,
to use the terms that are in the °slating law?

Mr. DX 131CRWARDO. That is correct.
Mr. Barrrizrr. So, you are not urging us to eliminete the antidis-

crimination laws from coverage or from remedy, but merely to
make them apply to the unit that is receiving the funds, I don't
want to characterise z9u, but that is what I hear you saying.

Mr. DU BeRNARDO, That is correct
Mr. BA RAM Mr. Taylor, where would you draw thit line?

Would you !sa it as corporatewide covernge and thorrforo
emedy, or woald you draw it more narrowly than that?
Mr. TAYLOR, Well, Mr. Bartlett, first of till, I think at the r ek or

founding muck on a small point, really what we are talking about
is not pinpointing remedy, what we are talking about here is pin-
pointing coverage rather than remedy, because the remedy Is
always pinpointed, if you talk about termination of funds.

I think tMt it is appropriate in terms of past practice and analo-
gous experience to cove- the corporation in its entirety.

I want to make clear that some of the interpretations we have
heard, which suggest that if you have a business enterprize that
has multi corporatkms it could be covered under the "any other
entity" section, that hi eimply wrong.

The boundary of coverage would be the corporation itself.
And I would euggest that it would be very difficult to draw dis-

tinctions based on plant or facility or the differing kinds of oper-
ations within a corporation.

For example, and I have used thisI know this may not bo the
one you have in mindbut if you are talking about a private hospi-
tal corporation, for example, how is it appropriate to say that if the
funds g.o into the emergency room or let's say they go into the geri-
atria department, that somehow the pediatrics department or the

ergency room should be exempt fmm coverage?
you are talking about a corporation which we have seen the

of recently, which provides hospital care and haa facilities
around the country, why is it appropriate to say that that corpora-
tion is covered if in Louisville it accepts funds but it is not covered
in its New York or Boston operation?

I don't know of any well regulated company that would have two
seta of practices, one of allowing discrimination in facilities that
are not receiving Federal funds

BARTIXTT. Wall, Mr. TaYlOr, I understand the coverage. Then
uld you place the remedy? Under the old statute or the

tute, as I read it, it uses the words, "the remedy shall
n its effect to the particular program or part thereof."

is changed, as I read page 4 of H.R. 700, line 4, by
or part thereof" and Inserting in lieu, " t-

rte.'
ding of what that change does? Does that

mean that then the remedy is corporatewide?
Mr. TAYLOR. No, no, not at all.

_
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Mr. flARTJJcrT. How would you define where the remedy should
be?

Mr, TAYLOR, That retains the pinpointed remedy. And I am
sorry, I thought you were addreseing yourself to qufstions of cover-
age, rather than remedy.

Mr. BAemsrr. I was and I shifted over at your sugh
Mr. TAYLOR. The reason for that language is that i. is necessary

tonow having given a definition to "program or activity" in the
first section of the bill, it in necessary to make sure that the
remedy will bethat the termination remedy will be jodnpointed.

And the language, "assistance which supports," is drawn directly
from the Thylor County v. Finch case, which says that under the
law es it Ina been that any termination of fluids must be limited to
the maistimce which supporta discrimination.

So, I think that this language is useful, indeed necessary to
retain pinpointed termination,

Mr. BARTI.ffrr. So, you advocate and you believe H.R. 700 advo-
cates codffication of- Taylor v. Finch with regard to pinpoint
remede

Mr. TAYWR. That 19 aheOlutely correct, sir. And in the example
that you gave, the only funding that would be at risklet's say
there were two kinds ef fundingwould be the JTPA funds in the
plant that was supportingwhere there were discriminatory activi-
ties found.

That would be the only funding at risk.
Mr. Bainurrr. Under H.R. 700, the way you read it, if the rest of

the company discriminates somewhere else, then the funding at
that plant would not be allowed to be terminated. Is that your in-
terpretation?

Mr. TAYLOR. That ia Correa.
Mr. BARTktrr. Pa. Berry, is that your interp tation?
Ms. Beam That is absolutely my interpretation. That is the

policy that was followed in enforcing these laws while I was in the
agenqr that enforced them I understand the pinpoint termination
remedy entirely, and the only funds that would be cut off under
the example you gave is at that plant.

Mr. BAirrtsrr. I am not sure if I read it precisely that way and I
may want to hear some more. Ms. Chavez, do you read it thet wa
It seems to me that thet comae dawn to the heart of what the dia-

ls about It is over words and what the words mean. Ms.

CH,WILZ. No: I do not read it that way, and as a matter of
at is one ef the ways in which I believe this bill does expand

is in the expansion of the former pinpointing of fun
tation

The pinpointing of fund terrninatiOn wail not affected by the
Gmve City decision. It was not part of that decision nor was it af-
fected.

Once the Congress changes the language in the etatute and no
longer specifica y mentions program or activity and fund termina-
tion based on pinpointing that to the program or activity I think
you will leave the door open for future courts to decide that Con-
gress did indeed intend to expand coverage.
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ngreas does not intend to expand coverage, then the lan-
n the fund termination section should remain unchanged,
was unaffected by the court decision.

. TAYLOR. May I point out, Mr, Bartlett, the issue WO are dis-
cussing, the IMMO on which you asked the question was not about
coverage. It was about termination sanctions specifically. And my
answer was directed to that, it retains pinpointing.

Ms. Beam And might I just add, Mr. Bartlett, that the language
which is in the bill which circumscribes the tern.ation to pin .
pointing is taken exactly from the am, Taylor County v. Finch,
which is the case which defined what pinpoint termination is.

It doesn't seem to me thatI don't see how one needs; to be clear .
er about that, unleso you want to write in the bill, this language is
taken from Thy lor County v. Finch.

Mr. BARTLETT. Maybe WO will have to do that, Ms, Berry.
MB. Britt Ty. Perhaps that will be necessary.
Mr. BARTLETT. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. EDWARD& I would like to make it clear that the report will

be very specific about that rule, that we all understand very clear .
ly, and there ia no doubt that that is what the intention of the
writers of this legislation in.

We will recess for 10 minutes because there is a vote on the floor
of the House.

Recess.)
e CHAIRMAN. Mr. Annoy, we will yield to you.

Mr. Alum. Thank you, Mr . Chairman.
I would like to preface my question with a brief statement, be.

cause it ia indeed a pleasure today to see this panel of witnesses. I
have worked with a great many people rmarding this act and I
want to say up front that thenu are people Uke myself who believe
that, indeed, all Americans are entitled to the protection of the
law, and that a flindamental tenet of human justice in the United
States is that a person is considered innocent until proven guilty.
They are concerned about this law because the law extends the
seem of meddlesome bureaucracy to have an open license to
meddle into their life and ask them, first, to fill out compliance
forms that testify to their innocence before they ma even charged,
and second, to be subject to the fear and the threat of harassment
by bureaucratic agencies if indeed somebody in some related
agency or program or activity!, sometimes clear woes the Nation
or across the State, should fall to rill out compliance agreements .

as what I call the Com rehensive Govern-
ment Intrusion Act of 1985, and in defense of t eir own individual
liberty do in fact rise in oppoeition against it.

It is not that they are mean spirited, not that they intend to die .
criminate nor would tolerate discrimination.

Now, what I would like to
see a law that would extend
certain violation of eve
lotion of Isom

Now, I would
with you, Ma Berry, do you
written to protect the rightit of

t out is that as we look at this, we
IA of the Government to rnake a

ly'. ts in defense of the possible vico.
and we quite righ oppose this.
the members of el, beginning

agree that civil rig legislation is
all Americans?

..2



Ms. BERRY. Mr. Armoy, 1 am glad you asked me that question,
u pogo you are referring or you may be, and if you are not, I will

er you to, a statement that was made by Commissioner Ramirezand myself in connection with the commission's statement on theMemphis firefighters case in which we said that civil rights laws
just one sezond, Mr. Armeythat civil rights laws were not passedto give civil rights protection to all Americans as the majority of
this commission seems to believe,

Instead, they were passed out of a recognition that some Ameri.
cans already had protection because they belonged to a favoredgroup and others, including blacks, hispanics, and women of allraces did not because they belonged to disfavored groups.

What I meant, Mr. Armey, is twu kinds of thinga, First, the set ofcivil rights laws, why they were passed, what their purpose was,pasaed during the Civil War and Reconstruction; and the second set
passed most recently in the 1960's.

What I meant by it, if you will bear with me, since you asked thequestion
Mr. ARMS?. Well, please make it quick, because you are using upmy time.

BERRY. Well, Mr. Chairman, may I have enough time to
answer this queetion, even if Mr. Armey has to have additionaltime?

The CHAIRMAN. Well, the Chair will be lenient with Mr. Arrney.
Mr. MMEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. And allow him to follow up.
Ms. BERRY. Right, And 1 will be as brief as 1 can, but this is im-portant.
The first set of civil rights laws, we are referring to beginning

vAth the Civil Rights Act of 1866, which is cited at 14 U.S. Statutes-
at-Large, pages 27 ff, in which it says that citizens, without regard
to race, shall havethat blacks shall have the same rights to fulland equal benefit of all laws and proceedings for security of per-sons and property as 12 erijoyod by white citizens.

The clear intent of that statute was to givethe purpose of itwas to give what whites already had, and it says it right in the
statute by white citizens, to blacks.

The second point that I was making is that in the Sla hter-house came, which are cited at 16 Wallace 36, 1878, of the SupremeCourt Reports, Mr. Justice Miller in the majority opinionthis
concerns the Fourteenth Amendment, 13, 14, 15said that "Werepeat, in the light of our recapitulation of events and the history,legislative history," and he says, "these historical events are toorecent, really, to he called ltistory." He is talking about the CivilWar, "which are familiar to us all. No one can fail to be imp
about these amendments with the one pervading purpose found inthem all, lying at the foundation of each and without which noneof them would ever have been suggested. We mean the freedom ofthe slave race, the security and firm establiahment of that freedom,and the protection of the newly made freedman and citizen fromthe oppreasions of those who had formerly exercised unlimited do.minion over him.

"It is true," he 'that only the Fifteenth Amendment interms mentions the Negro by speaking of his color and his slavery,



but it is Just as true that each of the other articles was addressed
to the grievances of that race and designed to remedy them.

"Now, he says, "we do not say that no one else but the Negro
can share in this protection. We do not say that," he says, "but
what we do say and what we wish to be understood is that in an
fair and Just construction of any aection or phrase of these amen -
ments, it is neceasary to look to the purpose which we have said

WI the pervading spirit of them all, the evil which they were de-
ed to remedy and the process of continued addition to the Con-

st tution."
In the 1960's what I am referring to when I say that civil rights

laws were passed to benefit some people who had been left out in
the past and that they had this pervading purpose, whether it is
the civil rights law of 1964 concerning race or title IX concerning
sex discrimination, which while as it talks about it, focuses on
women who are the victims, or whether it is section 604, section
604 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973-1 am talking fast, Mr. Chair-
manrelated to discrimination against people based solely on
handicapor the age discrimination statute of 1978.

They all had a pervading purpose which is attested to in the leg-
islative history.

On the Civil Rights Act of 1964, more particularly, you will find
in volume 110, Congressional Record, numerous citations from the
legislative history, and some of them repeated as citations in the
case of United Steel Workers of America, AFL-CIO-CLC v. Brian
Weber, which is cited at Mr. Armey, 99 Supreme Court 2721, 1979.

You will find that in the Congressional Record remarka like the
following concerning title VII:

The crux of the problem we are addressing is to open employment opportunities
for Negroes in occupations which have been traditionally closed to them.

And elsewhere you will find in the discussion statements which
say this does not mean that no one else can sue under these laws,
anti clearly I would not accept that interpretation either, but if you
are talking about the permding purpoee of the civil rights laws, it
is clear to anyone, even in this day and age when history is some-
times poorly or not taught in our schoola, that the history of these
laws will show a pervading purpose and that that is why they were
passed.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Arum. Of course, that is a very good hietory lesson, and I
preciate it. But we are talking here about a law that addresses
e future. We are talking here about a law that will give no one

an escape from the government agency coming in and compelling
them to prove their innocence without even a charge of guilt being
ad

and again I speak here for many, many j3eople, good
e I who are well mannered, very considerate who

WO of discriminating, who are saying enough is enough
and too much of a good thing is dangerous.

What I am suggesting to you is you are putting in jeopardy here
a certain violation of a ll people's rights in thia country, to be as-
sumed innocent until proven guilty with no opportunity for them
to take any action.
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I am further suggesting to you thut it is programs or activities
that diecriminate, it is people that discrimin te,

Ms. BERRY, Are you still asking me, sir?
Mr. ARMICY. Would you agree with me that it is people who per-

form acts of discrimination, or is it programs mid activities?
Ms. BERRY. The idea of using programs and activities goes to

your question about guilt, your point about people being innocent
until they are proven guilty, which I certainly agree with.

The issue is not guilt. The issue is whether you should receive
Federal taxpayers' money that all the taxpayers who don't avoid or
evade taxer' pay, and to continue to receive them while you are, in
fact onag1ng in excluding othere.

EY. Isn't the issue here really the issue of whether
not you can opt net to receive them if they ere extended to you?

Mr. TAYLOR, Mr. Armey, I think that is a question that we talked
about last week, and at the risk of repeating myself I will say that
a person who does not receive Federal funds would not, under this
statute, asaume any obligations not to dLscriminate with the use of
those Federal funds, There is no question about it.

You are seizing on some language that is in the bill that is adopt-
ed directly from the regulations that has never received the !mar-
pretation that you are giving to it in all the years of the statute.

Now as to the question of presumptions of guilt or innocence, I
ess would just say, you know, if I apply for Social Security and
am asked to provide some assurance or proof that I am 65 years

old and eligible to receive it, I think that is not presuming my
guilt,

When I served as a staff director of the Civil Rights Commission,
I took an oath to defend and uphold the Constitution, which all
Members of Congress take us well.

I didn't read into that oath an assumption that I would otherwiee
violate the Constitution.

Mr. ARMICY. May I interrupt you long enough to make an obser-
vation, that you assume that there is a rational and fair bureaucra-
cy.

When I was the chairman of the Economics Department, making
hiring decisions, I was forbidden to ask anybody their race while
considering people, and I agree with that. That is quite appropri-
ate.

But later on I was asked by an agency of the Federal Govern-
ment to report how many black people I had in my employ.

Now, how can I report how many black people I have in my
em loy if I am not allowed to ask their race?

agencies to whom you will entrust this law's enforcement
are not reasonable. They are overzealous, they are unfair, and they
do indeed put people in jeopardy of their civil righta.

Mr, TAYLOR. I guess r would suggest to you that the 20 year hie-
tory of Title VI and the shorter historis of these other three stat-
utes do not revealthey may reveal instances of bureaucratic inef-
ficiency, I wouldn't deny that. We have all experienced that. But
they do not reveal instances of overzealousness, unfair treatment,
of placing obligations on people that they in no way should have.

d I would say to you that to say to a college or university or
other recipient of Federal funds that you should provide some as-
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surance that you will treat all people fairly and without discrimi-
nation is not overleaning bureaucracy nor is it an assumption of
guilt rather than innocence. It is the same kind of thing that I
mentioned before where in order to participate in Federal benefits
you have to obey certain basic rulrv of fairness and honesty.

Mr. ARMS?. Mr. Jones.
Mr. Joiqxs. Let me make a comment on that, because I think we

scurrying around, again. Every once In a while this happens,
t close to the core issues that we are dealinR with here.
Gruve City case, Grove City does not think that they have

ever received any Federal aid, and to this day, if you ask the ad-
ministration of Grove City, they will tell you that they do not now,
have never received any F;3deral aid.

What they de is enroll studenta who receive Federal aid, and tomind that is a critical distinction. And I have no hesitation
toyer in saying I think the Soreme Ceurt was wrong in its de-

cision in the first part of Grove City, even though it was a nine to
nothing decision and even though apparently the Reagan adminis-
tration disagrees with me, I think that decision was wrong, that
that kind o indirect aid should not be found to be direct aid, and
that if it 1/3 going to be held to be direct aid, you will have that
kind of bureaucratic attention, to give the kindest characterization
to it, not only in education but in many, many other areas of life,
of our life in the country.

I think that is a critical point. I think if you apply for Federal
aid, yes, you ought to be expected to abide by Federal require-ments.

That is not the case in Grove City and that 114 not the case with a
number of institutions.

Mr. Amine. Well, if I can make a final observation, Mr. Chair-
man, I believe that consideration and respect lies within the
human heart and that there has been a tremendous growth of con-
sideration, respect and acceptance in the human hearts of Ameri-
cans in this country since 1964, and I am pleased for it.

If we pass this law, you very well will see that undone and
indeed you will see a bilcklash that will hurt all rninofities, because
the government is going too far with this law and I think that
woulcl be the greatest travesty at all to the people who have strug-
gled so long and hard to gain the equal right and consideration
that they so rightly deserve in this country.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CrwradAN. Before yielding to Mr. Hayes, if I may, would

you yield me the opportunity to ask Mr. Jones to clarification his
statement?

Mr. OWENS. Mr. Owens will yield.
The CHAIRMAN. I am sorry Mr. Owens is next Yes, I am sorry.
Mr. Jones, you just said in answer to Mr. Armey that in the

Grove City case that Grove City did not believe that it was actually
receiving Federal aid.

Mr. JONES. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. You said also that in your opinion they were not.
Mr. Jorfes. Yes, in my opinion, they are net, that is correct
The Cmantuari. Then you disagree, I would assume, with the Su-

preme Ceurt which said that they were actually receiving aid?
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Mr. JONIZI. Yee.
The CHAIRMAN. And with Mr. Brad Reynolds, who testified

before this committee that they were receiving aid, and the Reagan
adminhitration7 So, you disagree with all of them?

Mr. JONVI, Yee. I have already said that I disagree with the
Raman adminietration.

The CHAIRMAN. I Pit wanted to place your statement in its con-
text.

Mr. &me& The Heritage Foundation is so often charged, Mr.
Chairman, with being the spear carrier of the Reagan administra-
tion, I want to seize this opportunity to indicate that is not always
the case.

Mr. MUM. Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Y08, Mr. Arrney.
Mr. ARMZY. If I mi,ght, I would like to take a moment to express
y agreement with Mr. Jones.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, at least there are two of you who disagree

with the rest of the groups that I enumerated.
Mr. TAYLOR. I would assume, Mr. Chairman, that Mr. Jones also

agrees with the decision of the Supreme Court in the Bob Jones
case, that tax exemption ought to be denied to Bob Jones Universi-
ty if it is pureuing a policy oi racial discrimination.

Mr. &MILL I would prefer not to get into the Bob Jones caw
without more preparation.

The Climax...N. That is your privilege, Mr. Jones. Thank you.
Now, Mr. Owens.
Mr. OWENS. Mr. Chairman, this haa indeed been a very extraor-

dinary hearing this afternoon, and I don't know where to begin
t to say that I think the threat of a backlash, if proceed
er to lay claim to those rights which are definite due, exist

and there will be a backlash. I think that the backlas smacke of
the kind of thing that can take civilization down a dead-end road.
It is the kind of thing that Hitler tirgued, of course, to justify his
preparations for war and his making war. The reparations that
they had to pay were unjust, and becauae they had to pay repara-
tions to correct an evil or atone for an evil, they used that as an

ent to justify new evils .
d we are Wzing about evils and the correction of evils, and
rights law in thie country is grounded on the foundation of

making an attempt to correct an evil. The evil began with slavery.
And of course, when it is moved Anther to include women, you

talking about evil that existed since the dawn of mankind.
We are not only traveling in circlet. 4_1,.!; k we are backing down

a very treacherous road. And some arguments that have
been offered here should have been ol own. I am happy to say I
congratulate George Wallace on the filet that he her; outgrown
those argumenta, and he doesn't stand in a schoolhouse door 20
years later offering up these same kinds of argument&

Mr. Jones, who 't really address H.R. 700 in his testimony
a number of things which led me to conclude

questions the bedrock of civilisation: what
out, because of what you were saying, as

olocauit and South Africa. The bedrock of
on the assumption that there is such a thing as
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group responsibility and group guilt, that when a group htus had
certain evils perpetrated against them, it is the duty of the group
that perpetrated those to make some atonement, to make some cor-
rections.

Otherwise, how do we demand that present day Germany pay
reparations to victims of the Holocaust? And how do we demand
that countries that make war and lose pay reparations?

To say that every case has to be decided on oome kind of individ-
ual basis is to say that the Nuremberg trials were illegal, that they
should have brought each individual who had had atrocities perpe-
trated against them and set them forth to testify, otherwise there
was no case.

I find your argumenta and your fundamental premise to be out-
rageous in that they are not unusual. They appear from some-
where. This doublethink and doublotalk haa originated and it has
received widespread distribution. You talk the way a number of
people are talking in the effort that they are putting forth to
drown this bill in that kind of confusion.

But basically, I would like for you to address yourself for a
moment to this baeic question: Is there such a thing as group guilt
and is there such a thing as group responsibility, us there ouch a
thing as class actions and justification for people to be treated as
classes?

Do you say to the Indians that they should not have been put on
the reservations as a group, they should have been put on one by
one? And to the blacks who endured slavery, do you say that it was
an individual thing, each one was singled out and it was deter-
mined one by one which should be enslaved and which should be
free?

You know, I really would like for you to elaborate on your thesis
that, you know, it has to be an individual, we have to address our-
selves to individual cases, otherwise we have no basis for attempt-
ing to construct law.

r. JONES. The short answer to your question, Mr. Owens, is
that no, I don't believe that groups do have rights. I don't think
Indians should have been put on reservations, either individuall
or as tribes, and that the fact that they were put there as groups
the basis of many of the troubles that they undergo today.

I think individuala--
Mr. Owesrs. But do you think they should sue when they have a

suitthey should sue one by one, sue the Government one by one
when an injustice is committed against Indian treaties, et cetera?

Mr. JONES. That is right When individualsIndian treaties, the
whole question of Indian treaties is a very troubling one, because
nobody ever decided whether Indians were a separate nation. One
nation can make treaty with another nation, certainly, and you
don't sue an indMdual of another nation under a treaty. You are
dealing with nations as entities in that caae. So that the whole situ-
ation is entirely different.

But where an Indian is discriminated against, yes, an Indian
ou ht to bring suit al an individual.

r. OWENS. Where an Indian is discriminated against?
Joissa. Yes; nobody should say Indians are an x percen
population, therefore they are entitled to x percEntage of t e



jobs and x porcontago of the wealth of the Nation, and that we
will--

Mr. Owsra. That is not an argument I am making. I am talking
about rights. The majority rules but the minority has rights. The
Constitution was written to guarantee certain rights.

Mr. JONES. To individuals, that is correct.
Mr. OWENS. To individuals?
Mr. JONES. Yes.
Mr. OWINs. And when those individuals are in large groups,

such as blacka who were enslaved for several hundred years, cor-
rective action cannot be taken and that cannot be recognized in
law? I mean, the answer Ms. Berry gave before should be put in
bronze, Lveause what she said is that it has been decided ki thki
country by preeedent that to correct an evil certain laws shall be
written. We have proceeded from that base and that is the basis for
civil rights laws which have been expanded to include other mi-
norities.

In the case of women, it wasn't exactly the same. It went back
and recognized that human rights and civil rights really rest on a
larger human rights concern, and women have been discriminated
against since the world began and it is seeking to correct that evil.

So, it is already pretty much fundamentally established in law,
and you said we have made an error, American law has made an
error.

Mr. &MU, I strongly support the 1964 civil rights law, which es-
tablishes the equality of all individuals before law in the United
States.

I disagree, respectfully and firmly, with interpretations of the
1964 law which have held that it requires or permits the aggrega-
tion of Lndividuals into groups imd that rights can he conferred on
those groups/ and I do so for the precise reasons that I indicated in
my oral testimony, that when benefits are allocated on the basis of
groups and not to individuab, among other things you will have
the difficulty of deciding who belongs to those groups and who
therefore qualifies for the benefita.

And if you don't think I am serious about that, you look at what
is happening on Indian reservations right now, where benefits are
paid to Native American individuals and people who, by most judg-
ments of common sense, have no business on the reservation or be-
longing to an Indian tribe because they have Indian blood in their
veins, whatever the heck that means, are asserting claims to bene-
fits, to property and to monthly payments from the Federal Gov-
ernment on the basfil of their membership in a racial group. And I
think that is a prescription for disaster, whether it is for purposes
of gaining benefit or for excluding people.

d I am thankful to the Lorcl that we no longer have that kind
of classification in our law, &nd I would hate to see it assert ita
head again.

Mr. Owials. No further questions, Mr. Chairman.
The CnAnisuar. Thank you.
Mr. Hayes.
Mr. HAIM. Mr. Chairman, I have one or two questions,

am just a little bit shocked, having participated, as you waif know,
in most of the field hearings throughout the country, where the



test mon:, has been overwhelmingly in support of H.R. 700, to come
bore to the twat of what is to ess, the enforcement branch if
this law is passed and hear the kind of testimony from a person
who I have known and respected far years, because we have been
I am still a part of the Urban League and I understand, by back.
ground, that you, Mr. Pendleton, were formerly an executive direc-
tor of that organization. I think I ran into you on occasions at con-
ventions of the Urban League, an organization who is roe ted for
its position in terms of fairness, and I am sure has f3 up, as I
had done as a member of the trade unicn movement, and support-
ed the passage of some of these statutes, including the Civil Rights
Act of 1964, which is now, according to the testimony that we have
heard, with some substantiations of that position, is being threat-
ened,

It is pretty tough to be here, a handicapped person, being told by
a doctor who is a recipient of Modicare checks, and they are doing
quite well at it, that I don't want to build a ramp to make my
office accessible to a person who may be handicapped. He doesn't
think he should be required to do that because of the cost involved.

He asked the question, I believe, and Chairman Edwards can
attest to tide because he had the hearing, as to where does this
really end.

I asked him the question, where does it begin with you, because I
think this ill fundamental here.

I am bothered about whether or not we are going to be able to
pass this kind of legislation given the direction we may be goin
now. It appears to me, and to a lot of other people concerned abou
this, are we gobig to run into the kind of opposition we ran into in
the Senate if we pass it in the House? These are questions that I
think have to bother me.

The thing that I want to say to you, Mr. Jones, and I want to say
to Dr. Berry, you saidyou used the statement, as a member or
the head of the Heritage Founds ion, you think that we ought to
pull back from H.R. 700 Let me know if I misunderstood you. I
want to know,_pull back to where, first?

Mr. JortEs. I think the enactment of H.R. 700 would be a mis-
take, yes. I would take my stand with the 1964 Civil Rights Act,
which enacts the legal equality of all individuals before Federal
law in the United States.

Mr. Hsvits. You heard what Dr. Berry said, and I happen to
share this opinion. Seeming to me the direction we are going now
in this Commission is to justify our retreat on civil rights. Isn't
that what you said?

Mr. JONES. I don't regard
Mr. HAIM. Dr. Berry, didn't you say that?
Ms. BUM. I think that is true, Mr. Hayes, and I wanted to Bay

that Mr. Jones said that he thought we should go back to the
meaning of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, which is what H.R. 700
tries to do.

Mr. HAYES. That is what I thought
MC BERRY. And one of the curious things about this debate, Ihad thought on this issue and on the whole field of civil rights

today, it is not just people saying that they would like to retreat
and to weaken enforcement and to make arguments that they have
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made before and relight old battles. In a sense, I am wrong about
that It is more than that. It la much more fundamental.

It is that people are really saying that we will interpret what
happened before, we will change Isistory, that is one thing we will
do. We will rewrite history so that we can say that what happened
in 1964, which people marched down the street for and went to jail
and some died, that what they marched and died for, black folks,
white folks, won't really what the record, the Congreseional
Record will show or the papers will show or all the things that
they thought happened, that that really wasn't what happened.
And that the enforcement record that has been made ati these
ears, by Republicans and Democrats and Independente runni
hose :Tondo*, who have come up here and testified to eny that a
they did was enforce what H.R. 700 would require, that those

ple are all not telling the truth, or if they are, they shouldn't
e been doing it in the first place because Congreaz never Intend-

do this.
So, it is sort of likeI guees I wouldn't be so offended if people

simply said they didn't like enforcing civil righte laws broadly and
that they thought they had public opinion on their side to c
that, and that they also felt that it was better to change It, t'ór
whatever reasons they have got in mind.

What I resent is trying to rewrite the reality of the past, and
there are some people who are in their graves who can't stand up
and cry out, you are wrong.

And then we are supposed to sit here and listen to that and
agree with it, and then go on as if we take seriously what they say.

I just flnd that absolutely reprehensible and disingenuoua.
I don't know if you asked me that, but that is how I feel, Mr.

Hayes,
Mr. HAM. I want to ask a pointblank question to Mr. Pendle-

ton, so I can clearly understand your position.
As head of the Civil Rights Commission, is your position that an

organization, an educational institution, be it that or some other
organization that is a recipient or have people who use that facility
are recipients of Federal funds1 should they be able to continue to
get Federal fundi or be a recipient of Federal funds if they dis-
criminate because of race, sex, the handicapped condition or the
ja of the person who uses that, who wants to attend or use that
cility?
Mr. Parmtxrox. At the risk of saying anything else, I might con-

fuseI just want to say no, I don't believe that is the case at all.
Mr. VOL Can you make the distinction?

=rm. I think there is no distinction to be made. If you
'Ye Federal money, you should not be allowed to dis-

d in my testimony was that we believe, the mefority of
mmission believes that indirect aid in private institutions

ould not come under thia expansive coverage, and that is all that
we have said.

I think when the chairman asked me about cancer operations
and the like, and I talked about the statutes, I was very unclear,
and what I am really saying is that those laws, if you receive a re-
search grant some place else those laws certainly trigger off these



hindu of coveruges In the four croas cuttIng statutes. I think that is
clear

liut I do not believe that anyone who receivee Federal money
Ahould discriminate or be allowed to diecriminate That is very
clear with me,

In spite of what is being said here oday, in spite o some of your
shock, I am a supporter of the 1964 Civil Rights Act. Like many of
you, I marched at that time, I did a lot of things at that time
m

think what hex happened id that maily people tend to confuse
mint and my politics and thet is regrettable, but I believe
believe in a very, very sincere way.
e can be more than one way te interpret what id going on

and I have a way of interpreting tha. ._at I think is as correct as
your way, or Dr. Berry's way or somebody else's way of interpret-
ing where we go with these things.

And kW to make clear the flret andwer, the anawer to that ques-
tion certainly, sir, is no.

Mr. HAM. Do you think the doctor was right for taking a posi-
tion, who is a recipient of Medicare checks and things of this sort,
of saying he couldn't or didn't want to revise his office to make it
ccoosiblo to handicoppod people?
Mr. Pettourrott. No, I don't think he WAR right at all He took

the money, he should do what haa to be done to comply wIth the
law.

Mr. Hants. No further questions.
Mr. TAYLOR. Mr. Chairman, may I ke a brief corn

questions that Mr. Hayes aaked?
The hiatory of the 1964 act has been invoked so many times

it is hard to resist talking about a little bit of history.
You know, after Brown v. Board of Education was decided in

1964, some Southern States came forward with the notion that de-
spite the feet that it was State policy that segregated people in the
public schools, that the way to deal with that was to set up some-
thing called pupil placement, and students one by one wouFd apply
to be made exceptions to the rule of segregated public schools. And

I placement board and then went through
thiippeaia, you cu1d get into a school that was not segregatod

on the basis of race.
And, of course, they said that is treating people as individuals,

not as members of a group.
hear the same eel= in the testimony

must trSati ile AB individuals rather than an
have been su to the meet invidious kind
tion.

Second, this is not such ancient history, because it la still with
us. But we had all of these segregationist academies set up
throughout the South. And eventually the Supreme Court ruled in
interpreting not just the 1964 act but the 1866 Reconstruction Act,
that even fr thoee lastitutions didn't receive a dime in Federal as-
*Wince they were prohibited from alcrimination.

And now I hear today that even if they do receive
Federal assistance it is so an Intrusion on their privacy and



private property righU for them to oct ero to findntnvntnl notional
policy against discrimination.

So, I agree wholoheertodly with Dr. Berry . Whet we ore witnees-
hero is not just a debuto about Ii 11 700, but an effort to go

back and undo the histmy of the last 20, 25 years.
Mr. PrNot.rrort. Mr. Hayes, if I could, I think that Mr, Taylor

makes interesting comments. I think it is fair, he has fairly chortle-
terixed what some of us believe aboat individual rights.

I see nothing wrong with that interpretation at all. To say that
one wants to undo what hes happened and retreat, I don't think
that is the case at all.

I think there are those of us who do believe in individual rights
end the individual rights concept and theory. To say that we be-
lieve in that is a throwback, I don't think is completely fair to the
kinds of things that we have been saying and the kinds of things
we believe.

What is very clear is that none of us believe in discrimination
against anyboO, anytime, for any reason, and I believe that those
people who are diecriminated against need to be made whole.

I do not subscribe to the theory that groups of people need to be
made whole ebsent a finding of diecriethiation of each member of
that group. That ia very clear with me,

I went to the Commission with that position, I have testified that
way, and that is where I am and where most of my commiseioners
are.

I think if you see anything about the Civil Rights Commission,
ou do see that there is a difference of opinion and people have the
ndividual and independent right to express their own opinions

What le also interesting here is that we don't tend to put people
down for their o inions, and I think that we will not do that.

I am pre to accept all the putting down one wante to give
me. That does not dissuade me from believing what I believe. And
putting one down for one's opinion does not provide a solution to
the problem.

I 'till believe that this legislation is expansive and unwarran
an intrusion of the Federal domain where it has never gone before
and I would just say that this should not happen, and I woul
agree with Mr. Jones in this case and much of what my colleague
from the chamber of commerce has said. And I make no apolog.es
for It.

The Cn4wu& If the gentleman would yield, in reepect to the
isalons position, Mr. Pendleton, on support of the Dole bill,

which I assume the Commission dons support; does it?
Mr. PRNDLITON. We have not supported anything at all. We just

made a comment about this piece ae it came about I don't recall
bow we supported the Dole bill at all. I don't see reference to that
in my statement.

But if you would, Mr. Chairman, I would like to include for the
record, since we have a dissenting opinion, another affirming opin-
ion from two of my colleagues, Commissioner Abram and Commis-
'loner B

The CHAIRMAN. You have made no mention or you have not---
Mr. PINMITON. No; we have not made any mention about th

Dole bill at all.
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Thu CHAIRMAN. Any Support to the Dole bill?
Mr. Par4m.wroN, No; we have not.
The CIMIRMAN. And you have no personal opinion on the Dole

bill?
Mr. IIIINDIKTON. No, sir,
The CHAIRMAN, Mr. FAwards.
Mr, EDWARDS. I have no questions.
The CHAIRMAN. If there are no further questions, again the

Chair would like to thank the witnesses this afternoon. It haM been
a very exciting panel, and although there have been differin
views, 1 certainly want to commend you on the manner in whic
you have conducted the presentations,

That concludes the hearing.
[Whereupon, at 4:58 parn., the committte was adjourned.
[Additional prepared statementh, letters and supplemen

terial has been retained in committee files.]


